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DEFENSIVE EFFORT

SETZUAN CUISINE

UCF Theatre gets the
audience involved with
latest performance

.Men's basketball team averts losing streak with
hard-fought, low-scoring win over Tulsa-· sEESPORTs,_e1

- SEE NEWS, A2

FREE • Published Monda sand Thursda s

www.Uffnews.com • Mondat January 23, 2006

,The return of 4tte Knights
' Spa-themed kick-off event offered oxygen bar, massage chairs·
MATT MCKINLEY
(.

Contributing Writer

Late Knights Student Director Brian Hicks wanted students
to start this year off on the right
foot.
Wha:t better way than the use
of an ox)rgen bar, numerous

massage chairs, aromatherapy
cai:idle .making, laser tag, yoga
classes, Twister and caricatures? And, best of all, it was·
free to everyone, whether they
attended UCF or not.
"We want to provide an alco. hol-free alternative for students
to get involved with the univer-

sity," Hicks said.
This past Friday's spa:themed night was the first Late
Knights of the Spring semester.
Late Knights is a monthly event
at UCF providing free food, fun,
game~ and giveaways. The program has been a great success
and continues to a.t tract more

than 2,000 stud~nts at each
event.
''We're still getting the structure of the evt:!nt down, but it
has been successful from years
past," Hicks said.
The event would not be posPLEASE SEE

SURVEY ON A6

JENNA GOUGH/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students get treated to massage chairs and soothing music at last Friday's kick-off event for
Late Knights. The monthly series offree events offers "alcohol-free alternative" for students.

New facility
to improve
•
voice-care
' research
Center uses technology to
close communication gap
for people with disorders

(.

SUSIE ORR
Contributing Writer

KATE HOWELL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

More than 70 UCF students showed up to last Thursday's Senate meeting to support a bill that would provide $15,000 to the United Nations Association at UCF for a weekloog event geared toward raising
awareness of the genocide taking place in the Darfur region of the Sudan. The Senate unanimously passed the bill on the second and third reading.

resignation
drew
stronger
conclusions
about Eggnatz's ambi- .
tions. Sen. · Jodi Ruberg
took his ·resignation as a
?trong indicator that he
may run for office.
Eggnatz addressed the
issu(;! when he spoke candidly about his decision
to resign.
"My decision to resign
ation for good.
MAIJK JUSTICE
as attorney general was a
Senior Staff Writer •
"Josh has been an asset difficult · one to make,"
to Student Government Eggnatz said.
SGA Attorney General since his freshman year, ·
"With elections comJosh Eggnatz resigned where he served as chair ing up in the next few
Thursday evening, creat- . ·of the student body presi- weeks, there needs to be
ing openings for two of dent's advisory council,'' someone holding the
the highest student posi- · Bentley said. "Josh has position that can remain
tions in SGA and leading been a member of three nonpartisan, and let's just
many to speculate 'that student Senates and was say that's going to be hard
Eggnatz may pursue a a natural choice to serve for me to do." . .
·higher office in Febru- as attorney general for
Eggnatz added, "There
ary's presidential elec- · my adrhinistraticin.
is still so much more that
"He will be missed. I want to do for this uni. tions.
.
SGA · Student Body However, I suspect his versity that is not comPresident Willie Bentley public service to the uni- patiblat with my former
Jr. was one of the first to versity is not yet com- role as attorney general."
suggest that Eggnatz may plete."
The Bentley adminisSome students present
not be retiring from Student Government Associ- for Thursday evening's
PLEASE SEE CURRENT ON A8

SGAattomey
general calls it
quits at Senate

Darfur bill g<?ts
student support .
TIFFANY BECK
Contributing Writer

About 70 students
packed into Thursday
night's· SGA Senate
meeting in support of a
bill that provides $15,000
to the United Nations
Association at UCF for a
weeklong.event to .raise
awareness of the genocide occurring in the
Darfur regiort of Sudan.
The money will go
toward speakers for the
event,
tentatively
including Gideon Yago
of MT\!, Danny Glover
· and several U.S. congressmen. The speakers
were chosen for their
outspoken stances on
·the issue, Sen. David

Brown, the bill's sponsor, said.
Amnesty International estimates that at
least 300,000 people living in the Darfur region
have been killed or
forced in refugee camps
ahd
systematically
starved by the militias
supported
by
the
Sudanese government
since 2003.
The goal of the event
is to raise awareness
· among the UCF student ·
body and the media
about this · massive
human-rights violation.
Twenty-six organizations, including Hillel,
the Muslim · Student
Association, the College
PLEASE SEE

The College of Health and Public Affairs
iniroduced new facilities on Friday that will
improve the work of the communicative
disorders department.
.
The new David B. Ingram Voice Care
Center and the FAAST Assistive Technology Demonstration Center will not only
improve the quality of UCF .students'
research, but it will also create new opportunities for those with communicative disorders.
An open house was held at the Research
.Pavilion where faculty,. staff, students, and
future clients and their families were able to
tour the entire clinic.
FAAST, the Florida Alliance for Assistive
Services and Technologies, granted the
communicative disorders . department
funding to create a location to share new
Assistive Technology tools with clients.
The grant primarily paid for new staff
who is able to demonstrate this technology.
A full-time · speech-language pathologist
was hired, as well as a part-time physical
therapist..and occupational therapist.
"What we are aiming to do in our center
is provide services for clients and their families who have disabilities and who can benefit from some form of technology to be
able to meet their daily needs,'' explained
Dr. Jennifer Kent-Walsh, a UCF assistant
professor in the. communicative disorders
department and coordinator of the new
Assistive Technology Center. "For example,
if they are not able to use their voice to
communicate, then we look at finding computer-based systems or picture-based systems so that they can still commanicate
everything they want to."
An example of this equipment would be
the portable computers available with
touch screens -that display words ~d/or
pictures. Once .the word or pictm;e is
pressed, it speaks for the client. A playroom
was created with toys and books to help
clients, particularly children, practice with
this technology.
The David B. Ingram Voice Care Center
will provide evaluation, treatment and care
for clients who have voice problems.
Patients experiencing voice irregularity
will undergo a diagnostic session. A voice
pathologist will analyze the patient's voice

STUDENT ON A8
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MAKING THE TREK
Who: Carl Hiaasen, author of 12 novels that
prominently feature environmental themes
What: Hiaasen is speaking at an event sponsored
by UCF's Metropolitan Center for Regional Studies
Where: Church Street Station in downtown
Orlando
When: 8 a.m. to noon on Wednesday
Why.: Hiaasen will be discussing the current and
future states of the environment in Central
Florida

LAB ON A7

Novelist Carl Hiaasen will discuss piecing Florida'E;
environment together at UCF-sponsored forum .
PAMELA SYKES
Contributing Writer ·

Taking a page from one
of his environmentally
themed books, author and
Miami Herald columnist
Carl Hiaasen will· address
an environmental ' forum
Wednesday at Church
f

Street Station in downtown
Orlando.
The event is sponsored
by UCF's Metropolitan Center for Regional Studies and
myregion.org. According to
Sarah Ridley, public affairs
coordinator for the center,
the forum concerns the current and future states of

Central Florida's environment.
In· addition to Hiaasen,
she said that other representatives from environmental
groups will be there. Some
of the organizations represented will be: Trust for the
Public Lands, The Nature
Conservancy, Rural Land

Stewardship Program and
New Land Communities.
The president of the
Orlando Regional Chamber
of Commerce 'will ·also
speak. The panel will be
moderated by Randy Lyoris.
In addition, land managers from Brevard, Lake,
Orange, Osc~ola, Polk,

Seminole and Volusia Counties will be attending.
Preserving green spaces
will be one of the subjects
discussed at the forum,
titled, "Naturally Central
Florida: Fitting the Pieces
Together Conversation with
PLEASE SEE
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AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Hospitality job fair in Orlando

Dream comes true for alumna

.The UCF Metropolitan
Center for Regional Studies is
holding an environmental
forum with Carl Hiaasen as
keynote speaker from 8 am.
until noon Wednesday at the
Presidential Ballroom at
Church Street Station.
The forum, "Naturally
Central Florida: Fitting the
Pieces Together," will feature
an in-depth discussion concerning
. environmental
preservation and the Naturally Central Florida initiative.
For more information, call
· Sarah M. Ridley at 407-8230935.
.

Academic success workshop
The Student Academic
Resource Center will hold an
academic success workshop
on achieving goals and making the Spring semester your
best one yet from 7 p.m. until
8 p.m. Thursday at the Pegasus Landing Phase III Clubhouse.
For more information, call
SARC at 407-823-5130.

TAYLOR VERNARSKY
Contributing Writer

Army officer found guilty in
homicide of Iraqi 91neral

•

FORT CARSON, Colo. An Army officer was found
guilty of negligent homicide
late Saturday in the death of
an Iraqi general at a detention
camp, but was spared a conviction of murder that could
have sent him to prison for
•
life.
·
A panel of six Army officers also convicted Chief
Warrant
Officer
Lewis
Welshofer Jr., 43, of negligent
dereliction of duty. He was
acquitt~d of assault after six
hotirs of deliberations.
Welshofer was accused of
putting a sleeping bag over
the head of Iraqi Maj. Gen.
Abed Hamed Mowhoush, sitting on his chest and using his
hand to cover the general's
mouth while asking him questions in 2003.
Welshofer, who stood
silently and showed no rE~ac
tion when the verdict was •
announced, faces a dishonorable discharge and up to three
years in prison for negligent
homicide and thr,ee months
for ·negligent dereliction of
duty. Sentencing· was scheduled for Monday.
, •
If convicted of the o,riginal ·
murder charge, he could have
been sentenced to life in :
prison.
· •
The defense had argued a .
heart condition caused Mow- ·
housh's death, and that ·
Welshofer's commanders had . •
approved the interrogation
technique.

•

•

'

••

Whale stranded in Thames River
dies during rescue attempt
,
LONDON - The lost and :
distressed whale stranded in ·
the River Thames died Satur- :
day as rescue workers ferried :
it on a rusting salvage barge in ·
an effort to release it in the •
open sea, an animal eights :
group said
:
The 20-foot-long Northern :
bottlenose whale had been '
lifted onto a barge by rescuers
and was being taken downriv, ·
er toward the North Sea when :
it suffered convulsions and ·
died, the Royal Society for the ·
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals said.
The whale struggled with
the effects of being out of the
water as it was ferried toward
the Thames Estuary, officials
said.
.
Swaddled in blankets on
the barge, the marine mammal had shown signs of ·
increasing stress arid stiffen- "
ing muscles, an indicator it
was in serious trouble.
A veterinarian will conduct' a necropsy aboard the
salvage vessel to determine
the cause of death.

Good·Woman provides gre~t entertainment

ing gods in the small Asian vil- makes them appear to be lifelage of Setzuan.
sized Victorian puppets.
After a chance encounter · With her newfound wealth,
witih Wang, the local water Shen Te must decide between
seller played by. graduate stu- meeting her own needs of sur- .
dent Joseph Kemper, the gods vival without compromising
are instructed to seek refuge in her innate goodness, and the
JARED SWEARINGEN
the home of Shen Te, a hooker needs of her neighbors, a seedy
Contributing Writer
with a heart of gold, played by and cynical bunch indeed.
Saturday's UCF theatre junior Rita Coleman.
With the introduction of
department performance of
As representative of the two love interests, as played by
Bertolt Brecht's The Good "good" qualities the gods wish Jei;se Lenoir and Ed Davis,
Woman of Setzuan drew a near their worshippers would Shen Te must weigh the advanfull house. The lack of seats embody, they reward Shen Te tages of impulsive passion
was a pleasant surprise to the with a sum of money for her against love as a· corporate
patrons in attendance as well hospitality.
merger. A resolution · seems
as the actors.
·
Cue music, release doves, hardly feasible, just as Brecht
The dramatic comedy, or audience claps, everyone goes had intended.
comedic drama, examines the home happy. Or they would if
The production embodies
paradoxical nature of the· the gods were any less fallible the German dramatist's "Epic
human condition, beginning in their decisions than their Theate_r," requiring its audiappropriately enough with the human subjects, including . ence to engage the seemingly
introduction of three wander- their choice of dress, which incongruous
intellectually

Dramatic comedy
thrives with some
audience assistance

rather than respond emotionally. From the percussive
soundtrack featuring a Marianne Faithful-esque singer
blaring as the audience files in,
to the set, crafted much like a
Hooverville dropped into the
middle of Da Nang, Vietnam,
everythin..,g about the production is slightly unsettling.
"We just don't get to see
something like this in Central
Florida," said graduate student
Chantry · Banks, one of the
aforementioned gods. "That's
one of the best parts about performing in an educational setting, we get the chance to
choose avant-garde plays."
Although a play which calls
in to question everyone's
PLEASE SEE
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High:·80° Low: 60°

Today: Slightly warmer than average with scattered clouds throughout the day.
Tonight: Possible showers late in
the evening.
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Bodies of West Virginia miners
trapped by fire found by rescuers

LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN·DETAIL

•

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Raphae[Jackson, a former professor in the African-American
studies department now a professor at Bethune-Cookman
College, who inspired 4er to
speak in public; and Pamela
Bell, a UCF engineering professor, whom Summers considers a mentor.
"She's allowed adversity to
bring out the best in her," Bell
said. "She brings out the best
in people."
After leaving UCF, Summers founded HOPE to share
her story of hardship and
struggle to getto where she is
today. By doing so, she lets others know that they too can
overcome any struggles and
obstacles in their path.
Even those who ·haven't
experienced similar problems
are as Summers are inspired
by her.
HOPE provides workshops,
story sharing, grief counseling ·
and just recently professional
development for corporations.
"I just stepped out on faith
.and passion, and my business
COURTESY TEKOA SUMMERS
AUCF alumna and prominent Central Florida resident, Tekoa Summers was recently named by
has truly evolved," Summers
Ebony Magazine as one o! the ''Top 30 Young Leaders Under 30.':
said.
.
Rico Nelson, the service
to overcome that.
college life.
director for the Apopka
During the four years up to
During her tenure at UCF, branch of the Boys and Girls
his dea~h, Summers' mother Summers was more than a stu- Club of Central Florida,
was admitted to the hospital dent. She served' on UCF's worked with Summers for a
Trial Team as a lead attorney, five-week workshop titled
and died.
"While we were watching where she got to travel all over "Wrnners Don't Quit."
my father die, my mom passed the country and was chief of
"She's passionate, very
away," Summers said. Around staff for the UCF African- dynamic and professional,"
the same time, she had lost her American Student Union.
Nelson said. "She's a down-toyoungest sister.
She.also founded and estab- earth and beautiful girl."
Summers chose not to give lished the Women's Prayer
Summers' life has been a
· up and came to UCF, graduat- Band, one of the fasted grow- testament to turning tragedy
ing with a bachelor's degree in ing Christian organizations at into triumph, showing that
criminal justice and a minor in the university.
anyone can accomplish their
legal studies.
"UCF gave me the opportu- dreams and nothing is imposIt wasn't simple for Sum- nity to be the best,'' Summers sible.
mers, coming from a small said.
"Follow your dreams," SumSummers credits· much of mers said. "It's really amazing
town where resources were
limited. She had to adapt to her success to two professors: where they can take you."

Today.
The Future wants to hear
from y6u! If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information ,t o be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-.mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

WORLD

Former UCF student Tekoa Summers named to Ebony's 'Top 30 Under 30'

The Central Florida Hotel
and Lodging Association, in
"In the face of adversity and
conjunction with WorkForce
Central Florida, will hold a · hardship, there is hope."
That is the motto spoken by
hospitality job fair from noon
Tekoa Summers.
until 6 p.m. today ,at the DouRecently, Ebony Magazine
bleTree Hotel Orlando, 5780
Major Blvd. Orlando, across . recognized those who have
been leaders in their respecfrom Universal.
tive communities in "30 Young
The fair will feature nearly
25 local hotels and companies . Leaders Under 30." The article
featured Summers, a leader in
including Walt Disney World
the Orlando community.
Swan and Dolphin and Loews
Summers, 25, is the presiHotels at Universal Orlando.
dent of HOPE - Helping OthMany different job openings
ers Pursue Excellence. She is a
will be offered, including
motivational speaker who goes
management positions.
around the country talking to
For more information, call
other people about the hardBelinda Ortiz at 407-729-7253.
. ships of life and how to overcome them. She is also an
Setting and achieving goals
alumna of UCF.
·
The Student Academic
"I've been reading Ebony
Resource Center is holding an
since I was a little girl," Sumacademic success workshop
mers said. "So to actually be in
covering goal setting and
it is a dream come true."
achievement from 3 p.m. until
Summers was . born · and
4 p.m. Tuesday in the Student
raised in the small town of
Union Room 218A
Clewiston, Fla., which has one
Setting and achieving goals
high school, two .traffic lights
is the most underestimated
and had just recently gotten a
skill for success in college.
Wal-Mart. In a small town like
For more information, call
that, everyone knew everyone
SARC at 407-823-5130.
else's business.
"The good thing about the
All aboard the C-Span book bus
smalltownisthateverybodyis
The C-Span Book TV-Bus
close-knit," Summers said.
will be in front of the Library
Growing up wasn't easy for
from 11:30 a.m. until 2 p.m.
Summers, who lost both her
Wednesday.
·
parents by the time she was 16
The C-Span Book Bus is a
- her mother at 14 and her
45-foot long custom coach
that functions as a mobile tel- " father at 16. This, along with
being poor and living in the
evision production studio that
projects, made growing up a
travels the country promoting
diffi~ult time for Summers.
Book TV's unique non-fiction
Summers' father contracted
book programming that airs
AIDS from another woman
every weekend on C-SPAN2.
when she was 12. Because of
Visitors can tour the studio
how her father died, Summers
set for an interactive demontalks about HIV and AIDS in
stration of how Book TV promany of her seminars and how
gramming is produced.
For more information, call
the UCF library at 407-8232564.

Carl Hiaasen on the environment

NATION&

~Friday

MELVILLE, W. Va - Rescuers on Saturday found the
bodies of two miners who disappeared after a conveyorbelt
caught fire deep inside a coal
mine, bringing the number of
West Virginia .Ililiners. killed
on the job in less than a month
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Kappa Kappa Gamma
Spring Recruitment
January_23-28
Classes held on Tuesdays
for Spring 2006
Learn how to Escape from
a larger and more
aggressive attacker.
The goal is not to fight,
it is to Escape.
Course content is simple
and put to the test right
there in class
No Fees Required
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BUBBLE TEA BOBA - Slushies/Chillers
HOOKAHS! YERBA MATE! Fimt"inOrlando
SPECIALTY BEERS and FINE WINES
FREE WIRELESS Internet Access (PC's - fee)
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*MoN -DJ NIGHT • 1*THURS-0PEN MIC
*SUN - OPEN
*TUE -GAME NIGHT *FRI - CONCERT SERIES
FORUM
*WED-JAZZJAM

12078 Collegiate Way, Orlando 407 482-5000

Interested in Greek life?

raditioli of leadership~

f
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Come out and meet our amazing Kappas!
Check out www.kappaucf.com
For more information contact Jessie _at ·
kkg_mmbership@yahoo.com

*SAT-SINGER/SONGWRITER
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Buy any Specialty Drink at regular It Buy any Lunch item at regular price
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price free.
I
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NATION & WORLD·

HIGHER
EDUCATION

The University of Central Florida
Announces APublic Forum:

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Sponsored by UCF' s Global Perspectives Office, the Z-0ra Neale Hurston Arts and Humanities Lecture Series,
UCF's Theatre Department, the Global Connections Foundation and the Orlando Sentinel.

Jury recommends life in prison
for university shooter ,
CLEVELAND - A jury
Sunday recommended life in
prison without parole for a
former graduate student who
fatally shot another student
and wounded two others
during a seven-hour siege
inside Case Western Reserve
University's law school.
Biswanath Halder w~s
convicted last month of
killing Norman Wallace during the 2003 shooting spree
and standoff.
A judge was expected to
formally sentence Halder
later Sunday.
Psychologists had testified that Halder is sane but
delusional, and his attorneys
argued that the 65-year-old's
life should be spared because
he is mentally ill. ·
Halder, originally from
Calcutta, India, attacked the
school armed with more
than 1,000 rounds of ammunition because he believed a
school computer lab employee hacked into his Web site.

•zorlil Ls Vlit~ 1-tlilVlite - A cro.s.s-cuLturlilL per.specHve•
Apresentation by

RUBY DEE
In celebration of the life and
work of 20th century writer,
folklorist and anthropologist
Zora Neale Hurston,·and as part
of the 17th Annual Zora Neale
Hurston Festival of the Arts
and Humanities~ Ms. Ruby Dee,
distinguished actress of screen
and stage, will give the
Zora Neale Hurston Arts
and Humanities Lecture.

~

State's nutsing shortage due in
part to lack of teachers
PROVIDE:NCE, R.I. - A
shortage of registered nurses
and a backlog at state nursing
schools in Rhode Island is
being blamed, in part, on the
lack of teachers.
Nursing school applicants
generally wait at least thre~
to four semesters to get in to
the program at the Community College of Rhode Island, ·
according to school spokeswoman Laura Hart, and the
number of students on
CCRI's waiting list is 700 to
800.
The other state nursing
schools, Rhode Island College and the University of
Rhode Island, are full, too,
according to school officials.
Nationwide, more than
32,000 qualified applicants
were turned away last year
from nursing schools, primarily due to a shortage of
nurse educators. ·

Former UM vice president under
investigation for investments
MISSOULA, Mont. - A
former University of Montana vice president is under
investigation by the University of North Texas for trying
to broker international
agreements that investigators say would have benefited a company he has a stake
in.
Lloyd Chesnut was UM's
vice president of research
and development. H e left
Missoula in 2003 to take a
similar position with UNT.
Chesnut resigned from
UNT in August, a month
after
campus
officials
launched an investigation
into the attempted agreements in 2004-05.
While at UNT, officials
say Chesnut tried to negotiate educational contracts
between several universities,
including UM, and a hospital
in Saudi Arabia.
The deals would have
profited the private company,
International
Education
Research Center, in which
Chesnut has invested significantly, UNT spokeswoman
Deborah Leliaert said.
UNT would not say how
officials learned of Chesnut's
connection with the company.
. - ASSOCIATEDPRESS
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Rescuers pour water on a northern bottle·nosed whale after it was lifted from the River
Thames onto a barge near Battersea Bridge in London Saturday.
FROM

A2

tol4.
The bodies were found in
an area of the mine where rescue teams had been battling
the intense blaze for more
than 40 hours.
Rescuers could not enter
that portion of the mine until
the flames had been mostly
extinguished and the tunnels
cooled down.
The miners became separated Thursday evening as
their 12-member crew tried to
escape a conveyor belt fire at
Aracoma Coal's Alma No. 1
mine in Melville, about 60
miles
southwest
of
CharlestoIL
The rest of the crew and
nine other miners working in
a different section of the mine
escaped unharmed.
Saturday's deaths bring to
14 the number of West Virginia miners killed on the job
since Jan. 2.
Earlier this month, 12 min-

ers died as a result of an
explosion at the Sago Mine,
more than 180 miles away on
the northern side of the state.
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Friday, January 27, 2006
10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

Date:

University of

Cent·r al
Florida

:•

Location: Pegasus Ballroom
UCF Student Union

•

This forum is free and open to the public.

For more information, please contact the Global Perspectives Office
407-823-0935 or global@mail.ucf.edu
www.ucfglobalperspectives.org
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The University of Ce.ntral Florida
Announces APublic Forum:
I

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

WEEK IN HEALTH
JENNA GOUGH

According to the British
United Provident Association, cystic fibrosis is an
· Patients who suffer from inherited disease affecting
cystic fibrosis may be able to one in 2,500 childreIL Cystic
breathe a little easier, thanks fibrosis is most commonly
to a n ew affordable treat- found among Caucasian peoment.
ple.
Studies
published
Although cystic fibrosis
Wednesday in the New Eng- affects multiple S>Jl:l:.lptoms of
land Journal of Medicine , the body, it primarily is assoreported that patients who ciated with the respiratory
inhaled 7 percent of hyper- system.
Cystic
fibrosis
tonic saline twice a day had patients produce that sticky
improved lung functions and mucous which can act as
"significantly fewer pul- breeding ground for bacteria
monary exacerbations."
and also interfere with the
Hypertonic saline is a flow of mucous through the
mixe<\.saltwater solutioIL
air passages of the lungs, the
According to the report, BUPA Web site said.
the study contained 164
In an interview with CNN,
· patients over the age of 6. The Dr. Scott Donaldson said that
patients were randomly the theory for using hyperassigned to inhale either the tomc saline as a possible CF
hypertonic saline or a control treatment came from surfers.
saline over a 48-week period,
"Surfers with cystic fibroaccording to the report.
sis had fewer lung_ exacerbaThe study concluded that, tions," Donaldson said.
"Hypertonic saline preceded
There is no cure for cystic
by a bronchodilator is an fibrosis, and children diaginexpensive, safe, and effec- nosed with CF have a· life
tive additional therapy for expectancy of about 30 years
patients :vi~ cystic fibrosis."
the BUPA Web site said.
Contributing Writer

Sponsored by UCF's Global Perspectives Office, UCF~s Middle Eastern Studies Program, UCF's Political
Science Department, UCF's History Department and the Global Connections Foundation. ·

u.s.-rravtta~ R.eLatto~s:

Past a~~ Prese~t
I

A presentation by

Ulric Haynes
Former U.S. Ambassador
to Algeria and a key figure
in securing the release of
American hostages from
I~an on January 20, 19.81.
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Get Clear Skin Naturally!
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WEDNESDAYS

Open Mic Night

wnhomas wvnn
THURSDAYS
&SATURDAY

Karaoke

---No cover--SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-2n-1&&5

12727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & E. Colonial)
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American Heart Association
questions health benefits of soy
DALLAS - Veggie burgers and tofu might not be so
great at warding off heart disease after all.
An American Heart Association committee reviewed a
decade of studies on soy's
benefits and came up with
results that are now casting
doubton the health claim that
soy-based foods and supplements significantly lower
cholesterol.
The findings could lead
the Food and Drug Administration to re-evaluate rules
that currently allow companies to tout a cholesterol-lowering benefit OJ) the labels of
soy-based food.
·
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,

9 'university of

New Vitamin 85 treatment fights
- facial and body acne in one
easy step·. Guaranteed results!

Thursday, January 26, 2006
7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Location: Pegasus Ballroom
UCF Student Union

Central .
Florida- This forum is free and open to the public.
For more information, please contact the Global Perspectives Office
407-823-0935 or global@maiJ.ucf.edu '
www.ucfglobalperspectives.org
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UCF

CONI1NUJNG .
EDUCATION

BRINGING

UCF

TO

YOU

Cool. Calm. Collected. That's the feeling you get from UCF Test Prep Courses.
We prepare you for a higher score on the GRE, GMAT, LSAT, MCATor SAT~ ..
at a lower price. In fact our price is less than one-third of what you'll pay
with most national test prep chains. So while preparing for the big exam is
smart, preparing with UCF Test Prep is smarter. Call 407.882.TEST or visit
www.testprep.ucf.edu. Register online using Priority Code 0804F
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UCF TEST PREP COURSES
~marter
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Test Prep .
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Petitions available: Mon. Janu~r~ 23r:d @ 9am
DeGlaration of (;andidait,r: )an. 30th. . feb 2nd
. (9am~5pm/M-Th)

Free Extra P·rep

in January

- Michette 'Marino, ·L.P.N.

28 years of nursing

'II

From sore throats to annual
physicals, from Lab work to X-rays

MCAT

.
'
Double your prep for FREE-up to a $1,549 valuer
kaptest.com/ mcatoffer

and getting your prescription filled,

GMAT

FREE Quiz Bank-a $199 valuer
kaptest.com/gmat

state-of-the art facilities

UCF Health Services' expert staff,

and our compassionate

GRE

FREE subject test on line course-up a to $499 valuer
kaptest.com/gre

bedside .manner will ·

LSAT.

Two FREE hours of private tutoring-a S.2 00 valuer·
kaptest.tom/lsat

your feet fast.

Enroll in a Kaplan course before January 31st
to take advantage of these special offers.

.
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• ; 1-800-KAP-TEST
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kaptest.com

Higher test score
guaranteed or
your inoney back:

'
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put you back on

CONV ENIENT. AFFORDABLE. EXPERIENCED.

Survey shows success of event growing
FROM

Al

sible without the sponsorship
and support from Coca-Cola,
Disney Educational Initiatives,
Dance Marathon, SGA and the
Multicultural Student Commit. tee. Entertainment varies from
. month to month. ·
''We've even had comedians
that have aired oil Comedy
· Central before," Hicks said.
Wraps and fruit were served
at midnight to coincide with
the spa theme, but full-course
meals have been -served at previous Late Knights events.
Entertall:unent provided by
Late Knights includes representatives of Spintacular Entertainment based in Asheville,
N.C. They provided the oxygen
bar, massage chairs and aromatherapy
candle-making
materials. Cajun Bounce, located out of Lafayette, La, provided laser tag, a Twister inflatable
bounce and an inflatable joust
located in front of the Student
Union.
UCF freshman Adrian Vallenilla worked the massage chairs
as a volunteer.
"I think it's pretty. cool that
we have all this provided for us
for free," Vallenilla said.
He has worked at three different Late Knights and said
this one is the best yet. He was
in charge of setting all the students down on their backs in a
full-body massage chair while
covering their eyes with a cushion and putting a CD player
headset with relaxing music on
for them.
"They get up out of the
chairs feeling pretty weightless,
so I usually have to steady
them," Vallenilla said.
As in the first semester, the
theme of Late Knights will vary

JENNA GOUGH I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students in attendance at last Friday's Late Knights spa-themed event were able to take advantage of a number of free, alcohol-~lternative
activities, including an oxygen bar.

with each month.
Knights, the Society of Physics
"Right now, we are sched- Student!>, the Kite Surfing Assouled for a Celebration of Cul- ciation, Dive Club, Rotaract
tures in the Ferrell Commons Club, 4Ever Knights, Campus
for Feb. 25 and a backyard bash Crusade for Christ, Swing
in Academic Village on April Knights, Fencing Knights, the
14," Hicks said. Each Late Radio Television News DirecKnights event runs from 9 p.m. tors Association, NORML at
to 2 a.m.
UCF and Knight Circle all were
Late Knights is also a way for ' there for the students.
Greek Life representatives
clubs and organizations at UCF
to expand and gain interest of from Delta Gamma, Phi Sigma
the student body. There were Pi, Alpha Phi Omega and Tau
countless tables just outside the ·Kappa Epsilon were also presStudent Union and on the first ent.
and second floors.
Juli Place, a sophomore at
Representatives
from UCF, said, "This is the best one
LYNX, CAB, the Pre-Profes- I've been to so far. They have a
sional Medical Society, Ameri- lot of good ideas but there
can Red Cross, Shimmy could be more."

Karaoke was mentioned by
veteran Late Knighters as a
favorite.
"They should try to get
son;ie concerts going, like some~
sort of Battle of the Bands,"
Place said.
Whether or not the program
helps deter students from
drinking on Friday nights is
uncertain.
"Our surveys show that Late
Knights is helping," Hicks said.
Whatever the outcome of
any students' night is, after
being around for only three
years, Late Knights is gaining
success and is making a lasting
impact with the ugF community.

Saving green space main forum topic
FROM

from a study done by graduate students in University of Pennsylvania's
Department of City and Regional Plan-

Al

Carl Hiaasen."
Hiaasen has written 12 novels, two
of which are for young adults, and a
nonfiction book reviewing the Disney empire titled, Team Rodent: How .
Disney Devours the World. In his early
fiction days, he co-authored three
books with writer Bill Montalbano.
His novels have been called, "environmental thrillers," and they usually
focus on criminal or unsavory acts of
various fictitious Florida politicians,
land developers and sleazy business
people.
He also co-penned two songs with
th,e ~ late singer-musician, Warren
f Zevon. "Seminole Bingo" and "Rot- .
· tweile.r Blues" appears on Zevon's
; album, Mutineer.
'
Currently, Hiaasen writes an
Jaward-winning column for Miami
· Herald's Metro section. His subjects
! reflect the real-life inspirations for his
! novels. .
.
.
COURTESY WWW.BYUBOOKSTORE.COM
\ . According to_ Ridley,. the forum Carl Hiaasen's Ho~t is about kids who save a colony of burrowing owls.
will draw upon information gleaned- · The author will be speaking in Orlando on Wednesday.

ning.
Led by professor Jonathan Barnett,
tlie students developed a growth and
development trend model for the
seven eastern Central Florida counties.
The model projected the future ·
environmental conditions of this area
through 2025 and 2050. This study was
the subject of its own forum in May
2005.
"The state of Florida has done a
good job of investing in open space
through Preservation 2000 and Florida
Forever," said Linda Chapin, director
of the Metropolitan Center. "But,· we
must finish the job to protect the environment. The next five to 10 years are
critical."
The forum will run from 8 a.m. until
noon Wednesday in the Ballroom 'at
Church Street Station located at 225 S.
Garland Ave. in downtown Orlando. It
is free and open to everyone.
Make a seat reservation by calling
407-823-2741.
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while you finish your college degree

Looking ·for a financial boost to complete your college·
degree. Let the Baccalaureate Degree Completion
Program help lead the way!
·
How Do You Qualify?
• Be a US citizen
• Be at least 18 but not more than 29
before degree completion
·Meet Navy physical standards
·Have a cumulative grade point average (GPA) of at least 2.7 on a4.0 scale
• Be enrolled in aregionally accredited
four-year college or university
• Have at least 45 semester hours of
accredited college or university credit
completed
For Mare Information Call:

NAVY 1-800-342-8123
OFFICER PROGRAMS

E-mail: lpt_jax@cnrc.navy.mil

(

When Selected
• Receive about $2000 per
month in pay end benefits
• Benefits include free .
medical, dental, and life
insurance
• Complete your degree as
soon as possible
• Maintain a2.7 GPA or higher
and report your grades to
Navy Recruiting after completing each semester or
quarter
·Complete requirements
for a bachelors's degree
according to a previously
approved degree completion
plan
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_Exclusive offer,for UCF Future Readers
Mention this ad and receive 5 freeTing
tones with all new activations

OPEN DAILY
AT 11AM
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PROMO CODE: • KNIGHTRO •
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you with the virus sneezes or
coughs, or you touch a telephone or doorknob that has
been contaminated.
The virus can pass thrQugh
the air and enter your body
through your nose and mouth.

Ask

a doc

Maintaining your health

GLEN GABORKO
UCF He~lth Services

•

How do I know if I have the
common cold or the flu?
Yes, folks, it is that time of
the year!
Coughing, sneezing and
sore throats are all over the
place. Influenza, better known
as the flu, is an infection of the
respiratory tract that can be
caused by a variety of differ, ent viruses.
·The most common aspect
of the flu is how it can knock
you to the ground with its
abrupt and sudden onset of
fever, cough, chills and body
aches and pains.
A cold, which is also
caused by viruses, differs
from the flu in that rarely does
. an infected person get a fever,
headache or suffer from
: extreme bouts of exhaustion.
Living,
working ·and
attending classes in such a
· close environment provides
an excellent place for these
. viruses to grow.
You easily can catch the flu
· or a cold if someone around

Unfortunately, there is no
clear way for a person to protect himself or herself from
being exposed to the cold and
flu viruses.
It is extremely important
for one to take very good care
of themselves by eating
healthy with lots of vitamin C,
regular exercise and plenty of
sleep. Avoid using tobacco
products,
Good health can fight off
the viruses, in turn allowing
you to avoid sickness. It is
your body's natural defense
system that will keep you
healthy.
One of the main ways to
keep from getting the flu is by
getting an annual flu vaccine.
Please do not fall victim to the
rumor that the vaccine will
give you the flu.
The virus in the vaccine
has been killed and cannot
cause infection.
The most common side
effect of the vaccine is the
local irritation to the skin
from the injection site. Get the
vaccine early in the fall since
it takes six to eight weeks for
the body to produce antibodies.
The vaccine is offered free
of charge to students at UCF
Health Services. Remember
the flu season runs from
November to March, typically
peaking in January.
So now that you are aware
of what symptoms to look for
with a cold or the flu, what
can you do for treatment?
Everything you will need to

treat yourself can be purchased over the counter at the
pharmacy located on campus
at the UCF Student Health
Center.
When treating a cold or the
flu, a prescription for antibiotics is not needed. Antibiotics treat bacterial infections
only.
Let me repeat myself antibiotics do not treat the
common cold or flu.
. As a medical provider, I do
not want you to subject yourself to unnecessary medication that could cause more
potential health problems.
Typically, the best treatment for a virus is plenty of
rest and sleep. This helps the
body build natural interferons
to fight off the infection.
Plenty of fluids and hot
saltwater gargles not only prevent dehydration but soothes
the throat.
For the body aches and
pains as well as the fever, you
can take ibuprofen or acetaminophen· and take long, hot
showers.
Decongestants will help
with the stuffy nose, and
cough medication will greatly
decrease a persistent cough.
Lastly, do not forget Grandma's good, old-fashioned
chicken soup. Not only does it
feel good going down, but also
it is a good source of nutrition
when you don't feel like eating.
If yon are still uncertain
about your sickness, please do
not hesitate making an
appointment
with
UCF
Health Services for an evaluation.
Some ,circumstances warrant further medical intervention.

Your m ind isn't the only
thing that needs exercise.
Curves afters...
•Hydraulic
resistance in a
circuit environment

•A complete
workout in just
30 minutes
.providing cardio
&strength training

• Fun, fast fitness!
There's nothing like a workout to clear yo ur head.
And, our 30-mi~ute workout can also change your
body and your life. Grab 30 minutes for yourself at
Curves. It's
good for your
body and your
mind.
T he power to amaze yoursel£"
www.curvcs.com

407-971-3771
4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL
(Corner of Alafaya & McCulloch Rd in the University Palms Shopping Center)
Over 9, 000 locations worldwide.
*No travdlrransfcr privileges. Membership include.>service fee. Valid only at participating locations.
Not valid with any other promotional offer. HS-5780

Stop paying high retail prices for ink!

1000/o Guaranteed
You and Your Wallet will love us!

~· SPO T

E-mail your questiol'ls to
askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

More INK for

IS IT THE FLU OR JUST AN ORDINARY COLD?
Differences among the symptoms

•

'

Price with refills

Symptoms

Cold

Flu

Cough
Fatigue/weakness
Sore throat
Fever
Extreme exhaustion
Headache
Stuffy nose
Sneezing
Ache'sand pains

Hacking may be severe
Very mild
Common
Rare
Never
Rare
Common
:
Usual
Slight

Non-productive
Can last 2-3 weeks
Sometimes
Over 101 degrees, 3-4 days
Early an·d prominent
Prominent
Sometimes
Sometimes
Severe

·
Lab
allows
students
to
observe
•
vocal cords on video recording
I
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'
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to determine the source of the
problem, and it will then assess
where the problem began and
how to treat it.
The lab features new equipment that can observe swallowing · and vocal cords
through video. Recordings are
also taken of the patient's
speech for acoustic studies,
which may reflect different
voice J!>roblems and the degree
to which they exist.
UCF students participating
in research will be able to further observe patients and learn
more about what they will be
workiilg with in their careers.

using it. in grad school so it's
great as an undergraduate to
get to use it.~'
The clinic is op~n free of
charge to students, faculty, and
staff.
"'
"I would really like to
encourage not only individuals
in olir community but also stu-·
dents who have any kind of
assistive technology needs to
come and take advantage of
our clinic," Walsh said.
To learn more, you can visit
the clinic's Web site at
http://www.cohpa.ucf.edu/co
mdis/clinic.
Students interested in joining NSSLHA can visit its Web
site at http://pegasus.cc.ucf.e
du/-nsslha.
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"We're not just providing
services that are really in critical need here in Florida, Central Florida in particular, but
we're also able to provide that
unique clinical experience for
our students," Walsh said.
Lauren Selepec, president
of UCF's chapter of National
Student Speech Language and
Hearing Association.said that
communicative disorders students ~e very excited about
the new facilities.
"It's allowing us to get to
know s9me of the technology
we'll be working with later,"
she said. "It's really great to
have the clinic because you
can observe, you can volunteer, and we'll definitely be

LE~~
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Emotions not the goal ofBrecht play
FROM

A2

moral fiber - even that of the
audience - can have its drawbacks, especially in attendance.
"So far we're two for three,"
said Jesse Lenoir in reference
to the show's active participants. "The hardest part is
always erratic laughter. Some
people just don't laugh at the
right time, but that is actually
funny. There are funny things,
often considered unfunriy, in
life in general."
Riotous laughs or heart
wrenching sobs aren't always

the aim, as Brecht notes most
theatre audiences will SIQile as
with painted faces, bobbing
their heads. In one of first productions, Brecht famously
placed signs upon the stage
stating, "Don't stare so romantically!"
"I had to prepare by really
just losing all my training,
which was real~sm training,"
said Rita Coleman, leader of
the ensemble. "I had to learn to
not connect with the character,
to not be too emotional, as I'd
been previously instructed."
' "With attributes like the
open curtain [before the production starts], the audience

involvement, we never want
the audience to get swept
away, to think what they're
watching is anything more
than real life," Chantry Banks
said.
1'I did feel a little emotional
involvement in how [the play]
relates to today and how hard
this life is," said Michael
Panek, who Viewed Saturday's
showing as per an assignment
in his Theatre Survey class. "I
just love [entertainment] that
also makes me think."
"I love girly stuff!" chimed
in fellow UCF" classmate and
wife Leslie Panek. ." I go to a
play to relax, not to think about

the world. I'm there every day."
Panek did give the show,
her second at UCF, a glittering
review, however, stating she
would enjoy seeing more productions in the future.
The Good Woman of Setzuan opened Thursday at 8
p.m. and will continue 11lllitjng
at the UCF Main Campus The- .
atre throughout this week.
Show times include Wednesday to Saturday, at 8 p.m, and
Sunday at 2 p.m.
For ticket reservations, call
407-823-1500, or visit the Theatre Department online at
http://www.theatre.ucf.edu for
more information.
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Current pro tempore poised to move up
FROM

Al

tration is working to fill the
position.
"When Josh informed me
that he would be resigning as
attorney general, there was
one name that seemed a perfect choice to finish the term:
Brett Childress," Bentley said.
"I am confident Brett will be
confirmed by the Senate this
week and take his place in my
administration."
Brett Childress is the
deputy pro teinpore of legisla-

tive affairs and a veteran mem- my ·Senate seat," Childress
ber of the UCF Student Senate. . said. "I have held seat six in
"I was honored to see that COHPA for nearly two terms.
President Bentley held such In addition, I have taken great
faith in my personal judgment pleasure in my time working in
to ask me to take over the posi- the pro temp's office.
tion of attorney general," Chil"I have learned so much
and experienced so many new
dress said.
Because he is deputy pro things in my time as a senator
tempore for the Senate, his that my only regret is that I
confirmation as attorney gen- Wish I had been involved in
eral would create an opportu- SGA earlier in my academic
nity for someone to fill a lead- career."
ership · position iri the
Childress recently graduatlegislative branch.
ed from UCF with a bachelor's
"If confirmed, I know it will degree in criminal justice and
be extremely difficult to leave a minor in legal studies.'He is

working toward a master's
degree in criminal justice. ·
"l believe that the combination of my education and experience in SGA will guide my
opinions and decisions to what
is best for the student body,"
CQ.ildress said. "I consciously
make the attempt to stay out of
petty political issues and base
my decisions purely on the
facts at hand. With such qualified leaders running in the
upcoming presidential elections, I am pleased that the
position calls for an impartial
opinion."
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Student groups unite on event, donate thousands
.

FROM

NIVERSITY WRITING CENTER

I

Because Writers Need Readers

Al

Republicans and the College
Democrats, came together to
support the event that they are
all hosting.
"The unfortunate truth is
that genocide can go on the
other side of the world and it
won't get any media involvement," Brown said. "But a
bunch of students make it their
issue and it gets a bunch of
media attention."
The event's organizers are
in contact with similar groups
at other Florida universities
and are busing students in to
take part in the UCF event in
hopes of replicating the event
at those schools on a smaller
scale.
''We need as much help as
we can get," Brown said, while
addressing the Senate about
the participation of other
schools. "We invited other
schools. It isn't.about changing
$e world. It's about you doing
your part. If you pass this
tonight, you don't need to do
your part We'll do it for you."
· In addition to the money
given to them by SGA, the UCF
organiZations involved pooled
their own money. The tentative
contributions are: Hillel budgeted $4,000; Hillel International budgeted $4,750; Elements, a UCF hip-hop club,
budgeted $9,000; and Campus
Activities Board budgeted
$15,000.
Bonnie Ebner, the graduate
assistant for· CAB, was
impressed by the outpouring
of student support for the bill
and the number of organizations involved in what she
called "a purely altruistic"
cause.
"In all my time here I've
never seen so many students
come together for one cause
and be so passionate;' she said.
"They're saying, 'This is what I
want to do with my Activity
and Service Fee money.' It
makes me proud."
Natasha Irizarry, the student director of Volunteer
UCF, attended the meeting in
support of the bill and the Darfur event.
"It may make a difference, it
may not," she said. "But who
are we to not try."
The Senate unanimously
passed the bill on the second
and third reading, rushing the
bill to the executive branch for
signj.ng since the event date,
planned for Feb. 27-March 3, is
rapidly approaching. SGA Student Body President Willie
Bentley Jr. promised to sign the
bill as quickly as possible. ·
While there was no argument over the importance of
the event, there was some disagreement over the amount ·of
money given to the .organizations. Several amendments
were made in attempts to raise
the amount from $15,000. However, in the end, the bill's funding did not change.
\ In one instance, Sen. Adam

Undergraduate Students + Graduate Students + Honors in the Major
Student Athletes + Pegasus Program +Business Writers
Creative Writers Education ·Majors
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r1t1ng
+ Class Assignments
I
+ Group Projects
+ Resumes and Portfolios
+ Scholarship/Grad School Applications
+ Personal Writing

KATE HOWELL I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sen. David B{own and CAB graduate assistant Bonnie Ebner answer questions about a SGA Senate bill asking for $15,000 to hold a weeklong
event to raise awareness of the genocide happening in Darfur, an area in Sudan. Ebner called the bill "purely altruistic."

Giery attempted to change the I'm going to be honest, going to
funding to $20,000.
Universal will ·service more
"We have ·the money,'' he students
than
spending
said. "Please, think not as sena- $20,000 on this event."
tors but as people.'' However,
Perez added that he was
this amendment, along with completely behind the event
similar amendments, was con- and even considered donating
sistently voted down.
his own money. "I believe this
"While I do believe this is a event needs to happen," he
worthwhile event, I don't think said. "I ·believe it will touch
allocating any more n;ioney is -some students.''
necessary," Sen. Victor Petez
This reflected the ge~eral
said. "It sucks to say this, but mood of the Senate and audi-

ence.
"I've waited all semester for
something significant to come
in front of this Senate, and this
is the first thing I've seen," Sen.
Jeremy Mares said.
Sen. Tiffany Joy Lynch
agreed. "This is the beginning
of something that will be a big
thing for UCF,'' she said. "Right
now, we're known ~ the campus that held Big Man on Campus."

'
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Visit our website to make an appointment.
Thesis/Dissertation writers, see our new' services!

40 823-2197

I

http://www.uwc.ucf.edu

Leethra J. Moore
Pivot Point{ertmed Hair Stylrst
D~verse Multi-Ethic H!tir Styles

'
•
Leethra Moore is sponsored by AWorld Of Elegance

COLLt~

SPtCIALS

10% OFF any Service

•·

Student &Faculty w/ valid ID· Coupon not required for discount
J:

Leethra J. Moore's hair care services include restoring hair and scalp to its
natural health, beauty, and luster as well as cutting edge multi ethni~ hair
designs, haircuts using tbelatest Pivot Point techniques, innovative hair
color, and provocative hair weaves.
·

- 3 miles
. from UCF At Soul Scissors· 120 Alexandria Blvd.
.

407-234-4811
Walk-ins welcome, appointments preferred_
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Mira Furlan (Lost, BABYLON 5)
Tracy Scoggins (BABYLON 5)
Alexis Cruz (Stargate SGJ)
Julie Benz (Taken)
Marina Sirtis (Star Trek: The New Generation)
AND MANY,
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SIJEIT OF HONOR!

Guest Comics Artists

.
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Legendary E.C. COMICS & MAD ~AGAZINE Editor

GREG lAND. ADAM HUGHES~ HOWARD CHAYKIN. ETHAN VAN SCIVER•
'
. BRANDON PETERSON

•
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PEREZ
•

MORE!
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PRESENTED BY
ANIME .S USHI OF ORLANDO

TOYS AND ACTION FIGURES! .

ORANGE \co. CONVENTION CENTER
ORlANDO, Fl~ FEB. 24TH •26TH, 2006
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3rd

Annual Showcase. of Diverse Student Research

March 29, 2006
UCF Orlando Campus,
- Student Union
-Pegas·us Ballroom : 9:00 am - 9:00 pm
.

~

arid

Hosted by the UCF Division of Graduate Studies
the Graduate Student Association,
.the Graduate
.
.
Research Forum will include poster displays and 0ral
presentations of student research and C!eative projects.
The forum is open.to UCF graduate students in all
disciplines and the community is welcome to attend.
\

II

.,

The submission deadline is February 8, 2006.

.

'

..

Visit ~ww.graduate.ucf.edu
or 407.823.2766 for details .

~-
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UCF RESEARCH WEEK
THE BEST NEW MINDS IN ACTION

www.researchweek.ucf.edu
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WEDNESDAY 25 - FRIDAY 27

FRIDAY 27

Fraternity Recruitment Kickoff, 7:30pm

SATURDAY 28

Fraternity Recruitment Chapter Events,

at the UCF Arena.

9pm-12am at Lake Claire and Greek Park Dr.

VUCF Arts and
Crafts with the
kids
at
the
Women's Residential and Counseling Center in
downtown
Orlando. Meet in
front of Millican
Hall at 5:45pm to
catch the carpool
(which will return
to campus at
8pm).
Email
Babita to sign up.

North Star Summit Leadership
Conference,
1Oam-4pm
in
the
Student Union. You
must · have
preregistered by Tuesday
to attend!

1111111111111111111111111111111 II

MONDAY 23
Pick up petitions to
run for the Presidential Election at 9am in
the Student Government Office, SU 214.
·. Check the SGA site fur ·
· more detiails.
www.sga.ucf.edu

1111111111111111111111111111111 II
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TUESD.AY 24

WEDNESDAY 25

Register for North
Star Summit on~ine
by 3pm tooay. The
conference takes place .
qn Saturday.Space is
limited and is first
come, .first , serve!

CAB Cinema · movie "The
40 Year Old Virgin," 8pm in
KeyWest(SU 218).

www.GetlnvolvedUCF.rorrvkort .

Ill 111111111111111111111111111111

THURSDAY 26
SANGAM lndia Republic Day in the Barbara
Ying Center.

babybabs8@aol.com

\

,.

•

Dance Marathon Char~
ity Yard Sale, Barn in
the VAB parking lot.
VU.CF Arts, crafts and
playtime with the kids
at the Children's Home .
Society. Carpool meets
at Millican. Hall at
12:45pm (returns at
4pm). Email Faraaz to
sign up (include nan:ie,
email
and
phone
number).
ucfchild@gmail.com

...
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Herd bloWs by
UCF·women

Former UCF receiver
·impresses in Hawaii
urday's Hula Bowl.
In his return to the
Aloha Bowl, site of his
last and best game as
an amateur, the UCF
wide receiver caught
five passes for 101
yards and a touch- Marshall
down, helping his East
squad
to a 10-7 victory over
CHRIS HOYLER
the West.
StaffWriter
"Surprise of the week,"
If Brandon Marshall was ESPN analyst Bob Davie
disappointed over his exclu- called Marshall during the
sion from the NFL Combine · telecast. "He has opened
invitation list released this every scout's eyes in attenweek, he didn't show it at Sat- dance this week."

Marshall gets
( game-winning
score for East in
Hula
Bowl win
•
L

(.

(\

with 53 points
in second half

Marshall wasted
no
time
getting
involved, getting open
down the right side on
the opening play for
the
East.
Miami
(Ohio) quarterback
Josh Betts scrambled
and hit Marshall for a
45.:.yard . gain, prompting
praise from the ESPN crew..
"I spoke with three scouts
today, and I saiq 'Who's the
best player this week at the
Hula Bo"V\'."l?' arid all three of
PLEASE SEE

MARSHALL ON B3

Knights' ~g streak ended
at 2 games with loss to Marshan
BRIAN MURPHY

RONENllLBERMAN I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Former UCF receiver ~ran don Marshall, left, is tackled by Antwan
Allen of Iowa in Sa~urday'.s Hula Bowl at Honolulu~ Aloha.Stadium.

SOUTH DAKQTA STA'l'E 69, UCF 64 • . C-USA GAME 3: TULSA 44, UCF 45

Tulsa

South Dakota State

It wasn't pretty, but the Knights were able to
ovefcome another- anemic second-half shooting
effort to improve to 2-1 in Conference USA.

The Jackrabbits, in their second year of Division IAbasketball, came to the UCF Arena and
shocked UCF in its final non-conference game.

('

(.

'·

COURTESY CHRIS SCHUBERT

UCF forward Anthony Williams battles inside with Tulsa forward Sam Mitchell during the Knights 45-44 win overthe Golden Hurricane Saturday night. Williams shot seven-of-15 from the
field and scored 1S points to go with three rebounds and three blocks. It was UCF's first home win as a member'of Conference USA. UCF's next game is Wednesday at East Ca~olina.

KNIGHTS PICK UP FIRST C-USA HOME WIN

(

'D'is·aster avoided
Defensive effort key as.men's basketball team picks up C-USA win
17-point halftime
lead not enough;·
Knights suffer
embarrassing loss

Peppers' block in final seconds
preserves 45-44 win over Tulsa
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

r:;

Baskets were hard to come by for both UCF and
Tulsa Saturday night at the UCF Arena. So it's fitting
that a defensive stop in the final moments proved to
be the game's defining moment.
Josh Peppers, who struggled offensively throughout the game, cartle up big down th_e stretch with four
successful free throws in the final three. minutes and
. a spectacular block on Tulsa's final possession as the
. UCF men's basketball team held off TUJ.sa 45-44. ·
"It's pretty difficult to win a game shooting 21 percent in the second half," Speraw said. ''You've got to
take a lot of pride in your defense to keep battling and
fighting when you're struggling to make baskets and
that's a great effort by our guys, to fight through that
type of adversity."
After one of the inost embarrassing losses in
recent memory Wednesday to South Dakota State,
UCF (8-8, 2-1 C-USA) got back on track against Tulsa
PLEASE SEE

IMPROVED ON B2

CHRIS HOYLER
StaffWriter

,

Women's
notebook

Staff Writer

MATT POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF Coach Kirk Speraw! right, talks to UCF forward
Anthony Williams late in Wednesday's loss to SDSU.

It wasn't a furious comeback or a big run that hits like
a ton of bricks.
No, this was a slow comeback, epitomized by UCF forward Josh Peppers slamming
the ball to the court in frustration after committing an
offensive foul. Whether his
frustration stemmed from his
second-half struggles or referees' calls wasn't clear,
The Knights shot 23 percent as a team in the second
PLEASE SEE

TURNOVERS ON B2

After an impressive first half; a
Despite being one
bad habit came back to haunt theof the top teams in CUG:F women's basketball team,
USA with aconference
leading to a 77-60 loss to the Marrecord of5-0, 10-5
shall Thundering Herd on Friday
overall, the Thundernight at the ,UCF Arena.
ing Herd had no busiThe Golden Knights dropped
ness beating the Goldto 4-13 overall and 2-4 in C-USA
en Knights Friday
The Herd stayed perfect at 5-0 in
night at UCF Arena.
conference play and improved to
But it did.
1~5 overall It.was the first time
Without underthat the Herd had reached 5-0 in
mining Marshall,.
· a conference since 1988-89.
which is clea~y the (Both teams began the game
USA favorite, the
shooting cold from the field. The
Knights had the·
Herd hit just two field goals in the
opportunity for an
opening five minutes, and the
upset and ultimately
Knights mustered only 11 points
to make anatne for
in the first 11 minutes.
themselves around
·Down 17-8 with ll:l7 to go in
the league.
the half; the Knights played their
best bJISketball of the day at both
Why Marshall _
ends of the court.
won ...
Junior guard Francine Housi..
Losing 29-24 at
ton and junior forward Keunta
halftime, the ThunderMiles scored 13 of the Knights'
ing Herd stepped up
poirits during a 17-0 rUn. Houston
their game in the secmade three 3-pointers during the
ond half. Senior guaid _
stretch.
Sikeetha Shepard-Hall
'The Herd continued to get
led the Herd with 25 ·
offensive rebounds and second
points, making tflreechances to break the steak, but
of-four 3-point shots. ·
the Knights' defense denied the
Two other Marshall
Herd. Senior forward Shelby
players scored iQ douWeber played a big role with
ble digits. Forward
three blocks in the first hal£
Crystal Champion had
When the run was done, the
17 and guard Reshun~
Knights had claimed a 25-17 lead
dra Smiley added 11.
with 4:52 remaining. A Knight·
The Knights allowed
turnover led to a layup for senior
Marshall to shoot 23·guard Sikeetha Shepard-Hall.
of-35 on the night
Her basket ended a scoreless
and score 42 points
seven-minute stretch for the
inside.
Herd.
. The Knights led 29-24 at halfWhy UCF lost. ••
time.
Intensity. Plain
Largely due to that long
and simple.The Golddrought, the Herd shot 29 per- '
en Knights did not
cent in the first half. It was the
play the.same caliber
first time the Knights ever led at
of basketball in the
halftime this season. The Herd
PLEASE SEE
had been ~5 when trailing at halfWOMEN ONB4
time.
"Going into the half; we were
confident," Houston said. 'We felt like we did our job.
But we knew we had a whole other halfto come out and
play."
'• .
.
But the Knights did not play nearly as well in the second ha!£
The Herd, one of the best 3-point shooting teams
in C-USA, but they started off the second half with three
straight baskets in the paint that sent a message to the
Knights that they were going to try to win by getting the
tough baskets inside. And they were very succe5sful in
doing just that
rn·the second half; the Herd outscored the Knights
inside, 32-6.
'We got basically out-physicaled in the second half:''

are

PLEASE SEE

LACK ON B4

Bascom collects
honors as UCF
baseball gears up ·
for ·2006 season .
CHRIS HOYLER
StaffWriter

UCF's baseball team will be one of
the last of the Golden Knights programs to jump to Conference USA,
but it will be coming in with a host of
individual preseason honors · and
some respect from their fellow
squads.
Junior pitcher Tim Bascom was Bascom
named C-USA Preseason Pitcher of
the Year and infielder Matt Ray was
listed on the 18-man "Players to Watch" list by C-USA
coaches.
The coaches also picked the Knights to finish No.
5 in a strong nine-team league that includes three preseason Top 30 teams, according to the National Collegiate Baseball Writers Association Poll.
No. 4 Rice was the coaches' unanimous choice to
win the conference, followed by No. 14 Tulane and
. PLEASE SEE

BASEBALL ON B4
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STATE&
NATION

Improved free-throw shooting key to·win

No.1Duke84
Georgetown 87

FROM

WASHINGTON
Georgetown fans surged on
the court at the buzzer, celebrating a win that evoked
• the Hoyas' powerhouse
days of John Thompson and
Patrick Ewing - an 87-84
victory over No. 1 and previously unbeaten Duke.
The Blue Devils (17-1)
have never been 18-0, and
' paint-defending, layup-producing Georgetown wasn't
'about to let it happen Sa~- .
day, despite J.J. Redick
matching his career high of
. 41 points for Duke.
With surprisingly easy
backdoor moves and open
3-pointers, the unranked
lloyas shot 61 percent, built
a double-digit lead deep
into the second half and
nervously survived the frantic final minutes to preserve
the upset.
Brandon Bowman scored
23 points, and Jeff Green had 18 for the Hoyas (12-4),
who had lost nine .straight
against ranked opponents
and hadn't beaten a No. 1
team since an 85-69 win
.over St. John's on Feb. 27,
1985. The victory marks the
first defining moment for
the school under coach John
Thompson III, son of the
Hall of Fame coach who
guided .t he Hoyas for more
than two decades.
Redick played like the
All-American he is, but
Shelden Williams scored a
season-low four points as
the Hoyas' a.efense left the
big man no room to maneuver in the paint. Duke's 17-0
record had matched the best
start in. school history.

No. 2 Florida 76
Tennessee 80
KNOXVILLE, ' Tenn.
Dane Bradshaw scored with
20 seconds left and Chris
Lofton hit two free throws
to seal it for Tennessee.
Bradshaw's layup gave
the Volunteers a 78-76 lead.
Florida's Lee Humphrey
then missed a three with 6
seconds left, and Lofton was
fouled. He made both foul
shots to make it 80-76. Taurean Green missed a ·1ong 3
· in the waning moments for
Florida.
Florida (17-1, 3-1 Southeastern Conference) had
· been the only undefeated
Division I team left when it
took the court after No. 1
Duke and No. 9 Pittsburgh
lost earlier in the day.
Lofton scored 29 points
on 10-of-19 shooting for Tennessee (12-3, 3-1). Andre Patterson added 12 points and
10 rebounds.
Corey Brewer scored 20
p9ints for the Gators.

No. 9 Pittsburgh 50,
St. John's 55
NEW YORK - Lamont
Hamilton matched his
career high with 24 points
and St. John's knocked Pittsburgh from the ranks of the
unbeaten, the Red Storm's
second straight win over a
Top 25team.
Hamilton made two free
throws with 12 seconds left
to give the Red Storm (10-6,
3-2) a 53-50 lead. Pitt's Carl
Krauser missed a 3-pointer
with six seconds left and
Phil Missere rebounded the ·
miss and made two free
throws with 4.3 seconds left
for the final margin.
St. John's, which beat No.
17 Louisville 68-56 on Tuesday, scored the game's first
14 points and held a 31-19
halftime lead as the Panthers {15-1, 4-1) shot 27 percent (7-for-26) and committed 12 turnovers. Aaron
Gray had 14 points and nine
rebounds for the Panthers.

North Dakota State 62
No. 15 Wisconsin 55
MADISON, Wis. PLEASE SEE
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STATE ON B4

UCF at East Carolina

Bl

..

Wednesday, 7 p.m.

(7-10, 2-2) by playing good
defense and making key free
throws.
Peppers called it the biggest
swing game of the season, but
Speraw, who has seen his team
struggle after other big wins,
wasn't as certain.
"We'll see," Speraw said.
"The proof is in the pudding.
We've had some good games
that we haven't been able to follow through on. This is a very
tough and hard-fought win for
our basketball team and, we'll
see what we can do with it."
Peppers hit two free throws
with 3:00 remaining to give
UCF a 43-38 leatl, but Tulsa's
Charles Ramsdell answered on
the next possession with a 3pointer to pull the Golden Hurricane within two, the closest
they had been since UCF
scored the opening basket.
Peppers was fouled as he
drove on·the next possession
and again made both his free
throws to give UCF a 45-41 lead,
but Ramsdell countered on the
next Tulsa possession with
another 3-pointer pulling Tulsa
to 45-44 with 1:41 remaining.
Anthony Price had a chance
to give Tulsa the lead with 51.7
seconds remaining, but Price, a
SO-percent free-throw shooter,
missed both attempts.
After UCF failed to score on
the next possession, Tulsa got
the ball back and called timeout
with less than 10 seconds
remaining. The Golden Hurricane held for the last shot and
found Price open under the
basket. But Peppers swatted
away Price's layup, and (JCF
recovered the ball in the corner
as time ran out.
"[Peppers] was really struggling offensively," Speraw said.
"I told him that he has to do
something other than just scoring to help his team win."
Peppers had only six points
on one-of-eight shooting and

•

Where: Williams Arena at Minges
Coliseum in Greenville, S.C.
Records: UCF 7-7 (2-1 C-USA),ECU
6-11 (0-4)
'
Broadcast: UCF ISP Sports
Network/740-THETEAM AM
Series history: 2-0 UCF (Last
meeting:82-72 on Nov.24,2001,in
Greenville, S.C.)

.'

•

COURTESY CHRIS SCHUBERT

UCF forward Josh Peppers attempts to make a steal ag11inst Tulsa on Saturday night. Peppers' block at the end of the game preserved a UCF win.

six rebounds, but he made a
mark when it mattered most.
"My shots weren't falling
today," Peppers said. "So I just
had to find a way to help my
team in some kind of positive
way ... I'm pretty sure my teammates can score for me. I've got
confidence in all my teammates, when someone's having
a bad night we step up for each
other."
It w:as UCF's first-ever home
win in Conference USA and
first win over Tulsa. The
Knights had fallen in two earlier
meetings to the Golden Hurricane.
The Knights had five blocks
and six steals and held Tulsa to
38.3 percent shooting on the
night while forcing 10
turnovers.
UCF got off to a good start
on both ends of the floor and
pushed the lead to 15-4 midway
through the first half, but 'Tulsa
rallied to close the gap to 26-22

by halftime. UCF forward
Anthony Williams, who led all
scorers with 15 points had 11 in
the first half on five-of-eight
shooting.
The second half was a different story for the Knights, who
couldn't seem to get any.
{llomentum going on the offensive end
UCF shot five-of-23 (21.7
percent) in the second half and
scored only 19 points. Williams,
who sat down early in the second half after picking up his
third foul, returned to the game
at the eight-minute mark and
scored two key baskets.
William's tip-in with 7:30
remaining and baseline jumper
with 6:14 remaining were the
Knights' final field goals of the
game and were pivotal, as they
gave UCF a 41-33 lead.
UCF made up for its faulty
shooting performance from the
field with an uncharacteristically good game from the free-

throw line. The Knights made
eight-of-nine free throws in the
second half and 10-of-13 for the
game (76.9 percent), which
proved to be enough to hold on
for the victory. UCF went into
the game averaging only 60.6
percent from the free-throw
line on the season.
'We've been missing a lot of
free throws coming down the
stretch," Peppers said. "[Coach
Speraw] has been really, really
big on free throws. We've had
pressure situations in practice
where it might cost us·a suicidedrill or something if we miss."
UCF now heads on its first
multigame road trip of the conference season. The Knights
play East Carolina Wednesday
night in Greeneville, S.C., and
No. 4 Memphis on Saturday on
their home court at the FedEx
Forum in Memphis.
Despite the big matchup
against one of the top five teams
in the country on Saturday,

half, including two of 11 from
3-point range, in a 69-64 loss
to South Dakota State ·on
Wednesday.
It was a 'far cry from a very
effective first half, arguably
the Knights best of the season. They dished out 16
assists and shot 17 of 26 (65
percent) from the field, hitting three of their nine 3point attempts.
In the second half, UCF
seemed content with firing
long shots early in their possessions. A lack of ball movement led to just two assists in
the final twenty minutes to go
with nine turnovers.
"Second half, we came out,
no energy, no life, just
thought that it "Vas a Kobe
Bryant show," UCF forward
Anthony Williams said. 'We
just forgot how we got the
lead in the first half."
"They didn't do anything
different in the second half
than they did in the first half,"
UCF Coach Kirk Speraw said.
The numbers contradict
Speraw, especially the lowpost production. In the first
half, Williams continued his
dominant play he showed in·
the previous two games. He
was perfect in five attempts
from the field and dished out
three assists in 17 minutes.
"They weren't doing noth- ·
ing to stop me from getting
the ball," Williams said.
In the second half, SDSU
focused more on interior.
defense,
collapsing
on
Williams and center Adam
Gill whenever UCF got the
ball, which was rare. Williams
missed his lone shot in the
second half but did make
three-for-four from the freethrow line. He also collected
four fouls and fouled out after
a Troy Lindbeck 3-point miss
with 26 seconds remaining
and the Knights down three.

'WIJB<Hlim~~
• Phat Pyrex Pipes •"Detoxify" aeaners
•Wood Pipes
• Scales
• Metal Pipes
• Hookahs
•Sherlocks/BubblerS' • Home Brewlng Kits
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"i still don't understand why
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UCF:

Anthony Williams has stepped up hls play in
conference, averaging more than 18 points in .
three conference games and just 9.6 overall in :
16 games ... The Knights seem to have established a solid rotation with Troy Lindbeck and
Marcus Johnson receiving the most minutes off
the bench with Adam Gill and Lavell Payne
rotating in the starting lineup ... The Knights .
have shot just 11-for-49 in the second half of •
the last two games.

I didn't get the ball, I'm still trying to figure out why," Williams
said. "They didn't do nothing
different. They couldn't guard
me, they couldn't guard my
shadow, truthfully. That's how I
feel about the situation."
The Knights were again
hampered by poor free-throw
shooting, making 65 percent.
With 6:50 remaining in the
second half, the Knights led 5854 with forward Lavell Payne
stepping to the free-throw line
for a one-and-one.

UCF forward Josh
Peppers reacts as
his team falls 69-64
to South Dakota
State last
Wednesday night.
Peppers struggled,
shooting three-ofnine from 3-point
land, as the Knights
couldn't find their
shooting touch in
the second half.

•

•

ECU:
The Pirates will host UCF at Williams Arena for
thefirsttimeasamemberofC-USA ... The ~
Pirates play in front of one of the most passionate crowds in the conference, drawing more
than 5, 100 people per game ... In their last •
game at Tulane, the Pirates lost 60-52 ... ECU
gave then No. 22 Wake Forest and No. 5
Memphis problems before dropping the
games late.
..

•

•

Players to watch
UCF: GJustin Rose
(31.6 min, 11.6 pts,6.4 reb, 3.9 ast)

ECU: FCorey Rouse
(30.5 min, 13.9 pts, 10.6 reb, 1.1 ast)

UCF could get in trouble by
looking past ECU on Wednes- · •
day.
"What people don't realize
about East Carolina, that's one
of the toughest places ·to go
play," Speraw said. "Because
their students are so active ...
The community really supports
that program and they'll have a' •
huge crowd there, irregardless·
of who they're playing."

•

Turnovers, poor shooting doom Knights against SDSU
FROM

•

After he missed the front
end of the attempt, SDSU forward Michael Loney grabbed
the rebound, and guard Matt
Cadwell hit a jumper to cut the
UCF lead to two.
UCF guard Justin Rose
missed another one-and-one
on the next possessfon, but
Cadwell was perfect from the
line on 11 attempts, and the
Jackrabbits went 22-for-25 as a
team. Cadwell's two free
throws after Lindbeck's missed
3-pointer gave SDSU its margin
of victory.
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. STUDENTID

Not Valid on Super Bowl
Sunday or with any other offers.
With Coupon. Expires 02-06-06.
FU2 ·

•

------:1

Jtrmbo Win5s
Pick your Flavor from the Flavor Zone
5 (One Flavor, 1 Ranch) •••••• , • • • • • • • • • • •
• •••••• 3.99
10 (One Flavor. 1 Ranch) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6.49
.15 (One Flavor,'1 Ranch) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8.99
20 (One or Two Flavors,~ Ranch) ...................... 11.99
30 (One or Two Flavors. 2 Ranch) ....... : • • • .. • .. • • • .. • H .99
50 (Up to Three Flavors, 3 Ranch) • .. • • .. • .. • • • • • . • • • • • • 27 .99
75 (Up to Three Flavors, 4 Ranch) •: •••• ·• • • • .. • • • .. • • • • • 37 .99
100 (UptoFourFlavors; 5Ranch) .:••••••••.•••••••••••• 47.99
Add Celery .. • • • • • .. . • • • • • .. • • • • .. .. • • .. .. • • • .. .. • .. • .49
Eltra Bleu Cheese or Ranch • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .69
Add Fries to any Wing order •• , . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • 1.99

Ru.f.fc:tlo Win5 Rc:tsket 1

10 Wings, Ranch and Wedge Fries ••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••7.79

Fresh Scd<1ds

Cliiel:en Fin5ers

•substitutions available for an additional charge

20

s7 • 29

Pick your sandwich
Grilled Chicken Breast
Fried Chicken Breast
Chicken Finger Sandwich ·
1/2 Pound Burger
Pick your Flavor
' Plain .QB any one of our 25 flavors
Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries tor Additional $.99

·

So.flt Drinks
20 oz Bottles •••..••••.••••.••..•••••.. 1.49
2·lller •...•••.............••. : ••.•••• 2.49

Dessel"'t
Brownies • • • • • • • • .. .. .. • • .. • • • • .. • .. • • 1.49
Cheesecake ••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••• 2.49

~

&

REGULAR

Sides

kid'~'Menu

••

WINGS

'

5 Wings & Wedge Fries .. • • • .. • • • .. .. • • • .. • .. • .. .. .. • .. 5.49
3 Chicken Fingers & Wedge Fries .......................... 5.49

5 Fingers & Wedge Fries ............................... 7.49

10 Shrimp (One Flavor) •••••••••••••• 5.99
20 Shrimp {One or Two Flavors) •••••••• 8.99
10 Shrimp and Wedge Fries .. • • • • • • • • • 7.49 .

served with Wedge Fries*

Wedge Fries •••••••••••••••••Regular
..........................Jumbo
Cheese Fries •••••••••••••••••Regular
.......................... Jumbo
Beer Battered Onion Rings ........................Regular
...........................................Jumbo 4.49
Mozzarella Sticks (5) : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4.49
Fried Mushrooms ••••••••••• •••• ••• • ••••.••••. •••••••••4.49
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .99
Garden Salad ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4.49
Side Salad • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.49

Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor • Dipped or On the Side
3 {One Flavor) ................ 3.99
5 (One Flavor) ................ 6.2.9
10 (One Flavor) .. • • • • • • • • • • .. • 11.99
20 (Up to Two Flavors) ••••••••••• 21.99
50 {Up to Three Flavors • • • • • • • • • • 47.99

Ru.f.fc:tlo Slirilll-,,~·

C'1icl:en S<1ndwicl.es,
Cl,icl:en Fin5er Sc:tndwie.'1
& 1/ '2 Poiind Rur5el"s

$6.99

Pick your Salad
Grllled Chicken Breast, Fried Chicken Breast lIB Buffalo Shrimp
Pick your Flavor
Plain lIB any one of our 25 flavors
Pick your Dressing
Blue Cheese, Ranch, Honey Mw;tard, Ute Italian

Cl.iclcen Finser f?<fsket

DELIVERY OR PICK-UP

FRIES

.,
lf'I

Only

s1gee
CHOOSE
ANYFlAVOR
Not Valid on Super Bowl
Sunday or with any other offers.
With Coupon. Expires 02-06-06.

•

..

FUl
411\

(eutta( '1onla 1uture
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Rough Weekend?

Marshall doesn't.earn MVP
FROM

Bl

them mentioned [Brandon
Marshall]," ESPN analyst Mark
, May s;tld.
·
The praise for Marshall
extended from the press box to
the sideline.
.>
"He has a big body and is
very physical," East Carolina
Coach Skip Holtz told the
· Associated Press. "He's very
~ hard to press, and he's so tall, he
can go up and get a jump ball"
Marshall showed off that
> size and physicality on his
touchdown catch. Iowa comerback Antwan Allen tried to

play bump-and-run, but Marshall extended his arms and
powered him off on the snap, ·
making a quick move to the left
and catching a 10-yard lob from .
Linfield College (Ore.)·quarterback Brett Elliott for the winning touchdown.
"That's what scouts want to
see," May said.
Apparently, it wasn't what
the coaches wanted to see.
They voted Illinois State defensive end Brent Hawkins MVP
of the East squad, despite
media votes awarding the
honor to Marshall.
Marshall joked with the

coaches during the award presentation, asking "What's up
with the MVP?" according to
the AP.
Without an invite to the
combine, Marshall faces an
uphill climb in establishing his
stock before the NFL Draft in
late April. The Hula Bowl per- .
formance, along with his strong
practices during the week will
help. UCF might hold a "Pro
Day'' for scouts to get a closer
look at Marshall and fellow
seniors Darcy Johnson, Paul
Carrington and James Cook,
none of whom were invited to
Indianapolis for the compine.

83

Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
Disorderly Conduct? Fake ~D~ ?
Drug Possession? Underage '[)rinking.

Hawaii numbers

16

Brandon Marshall had 16 catches in his
two appearances at Aloha Stadium.

311

YOU HAVE OPTIONS...
I CAN HELP

Brandon Marshall had 311 yards in two
games at Aloha Stadium over the
course of a month.

AROUND CONFERENCE USA
':. Memphis ·
No.4AP (17-2,3-0 C-USA)

were led by Williams and Edgar
· Moreno with 12 points each to
continue the Miners' fourgame win streak and grasp of
first place in th~ conference.
In a previous game this
week, .UTEP. easily defeated
Tulane 75-47, being led once
again 'by 17 points from
. Williams.

Led by Darius Washington
'Ji J.r.'s 20 points, the fourth-ranked
Memphis Tigers stayed clear of
defeat on what turned out to be
upset Saturday.
Washington scored 11 of his
20 points in the final eight minutes to assure a Tigers' victory
over the Southern Miss Golden
~ Eagles, 8~-68.
Despite strong showings
from the Golden Eagles'
Jarekus Singleton, who scored
all his 19 points in the second
half, the depth of the Tigers
proved to be too much, further-.
) ing their win streak to six.
Earlier in the week Memphis def~ated Tennessee 88-79,
" led by Shawne ·Williams' 21
points and· 14 rebounds.

SMU
(9-7,2-2)
With 22 points off the bench
from Derrick Roberts, SMU
defeated Rice 80-69.
The defense for the Mustangs was superb' all night,
holding the Owls to only 38
· percent shooting from the field.
Bamba Fall led the Mustang
defense with four blocked
shots.
Even with an amazing game
from Morris Almond, who
scored 32 points, Rice was not
able to find victory.
In Wednesday's game,
Devon Pearson scored 15 points
to help lead the Mustangs in an
overtime victory against East
Carolina 74:.70.

UAB
• (14-3,4-0)
Aided by clutch shooting
from freshman Lawrence Kinnard II, UAB narrowly·defeated
·t Houston 82-79 Saturday night.
Leading by only one with
less than 10 seconds remaining,
the Bla,zers were put up by
l
three .with a 10-foot jump shot
by Kinnard.
Wen Mukubu was the leading scorer for the Blazers with
16, while Kinnard had a seasonhigh 13 points and seven
rebounds. This win extends the
• Blazers winning streak to 10.
IIi its first game of the week,
UAB was able to hold off Rice,
75-68, mostly with the help of
Marvett McDonald's 22 points.

UTEP
. (11-5,4-o)
With three seconds left
UTEP's Jason Williams made a
layup to push the Miners past
• Marshall, 53-51.
The Miriers defense was
stellar all game, holding Marshall without a field goal for a
five-minute stretch in the second half. Of the little offensive
production in the second half,
,• Marshall's Markel Humphrey
was able to sink a 3-pointer
with 13 seconds remaining.
However, it turned out to
not be enough. The Miners

FREE CONSULTATION
Principal Office in Orlando

Rice
(8-8,2-2)

REGELIO SOLISI ASSOCIATED PRESS

Memphis guard Darius Washington Jr. looks for an outlet during the first half of his team's
85-68 win at Southern Mississippi Saturday. The Tigers improved to 17-2 on the season.

Conference USA standings

·

· Alook at how teams have fared this season mand out of Conference
USA (as of Jan. 22)
1.

No.4 Memphis
17-2, 3°-0 C-USA

7.

2.

UAB

8.

3.

14-3,4-0
UTEP
11-5,4-0

9.

UCF

4.

5.
6.

8-8,2-1
Southern Methodist
9-7,2-2
Rice
8-9,2-2

10.
11.

12.

Tulsa
7-10,2-2
Houston
10-6, 1-3
Marshall
7-9, 1-3
Southern Miss
7-12, 1-3
Tulane
1-3,5-11
East Carolina
6-1 J,0-4

Rice was only moments
away from victory Saturday, but
SMU's De~ Willingham had
other ideas. Willingham hit a
desperation 3-pointer from 25
feet with one second remaining
to send the game to overtime.
The momentum from the
shot carried into the extra period, as SMU outscored Rice 16-5
and won 80-69.
Rice led 62-55 with less than
two minutes remaining, but
SMU scored on three consecutive possessions to narrow the
gap to 62-61.
Rice's Morris Almond, who .
led all scorers with 32 points,
hit two free throws to make it
64-61, setting the stage for Willingham's buzzer-beater.. Bryan Hopkins had 17 points
to lead SMU while Willingham
finished with seven points.
.
On Wednesday, Rice suffered a 75-68 home loss to UAB.

Attend 15 home sporting events during the Fall and
Spring Semester for your chance to win a trip for 2,
all expenses' paid, to one of these destinations. Log
onto www.UCFAthletics.com for more information
and to get schedules for all UCF sports!!!

-ZACHMOORE

WHERE-IS TROPICAL FORD?

·=

9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TR.An..
·O R.LANDO, FI, 32837

IN BEAUTIFUL SOUTH ORLANDO!

Where gamers go to play

REMEMBERI

•

IF YOU SEE
THIS GOOD ·
LOOKING GUY
.YOU COULD SAVE

A truly unique video gaming arena!

THOUSANDS!
_ _.1---1

ac&-

CALLYSAT(407) 851-3800
~OR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT

WWW.TROPI<;AL FORD.CO~

Featuring the fastest fiber to backbone play
on Xbox games - yes, we have the 360!
Game ~n a 50" HDTV, under your own
sound dome, sitting comfortably in a
reclining cinema chair while the Buttkicker™
under your seat literally moves you.

Yon have to experience this!
6812 Aloma Ave., Winter Park, FL 32792

(407) 265 699

4 PM to 12 Midnight Monday - Thursday
11 AM to 2 AM Friday • Sunday

www.be tthebox.com

Baseball
team picked
to finish
No. 5 in
talent-rich
conference
FROM

Lack of physical
play proves-crucial
FROM

Women's notebook

Bl

UCF Coach Gail Striegler said
'They hi~ some big time shots
and the few times they missed
their shots, they ·got offensive
rebounds:'
Losing 42-41 with 14 minutes
left; the Herd embarked on a
devastating, seven-minute run.
..In that time, Marshall made
nine-of-14 shots, seven inside.
With 7:21 to go, the Herd led 6249 and would never look back.
'We lost our intensity from
the beginning to the end of the
second half," Houston said 'We
just got back into a running
game, and we didn't play our
game."
Striegler agreed: 'They hit a
couple of big time shots, and
when they hit the shots, our
heads went down and we
stopped playing with the same
intensity.
'We got very frustrated. They
hit a couple of big shots· and
instead of raising our intensity
level, we dropped it. You just
can't do that:'
Earlier in . the year, the
Knights had serious trouble with
rebounding. In their first nine
games, the Knights had 61 fewer
rebounds than their opponents.
In their next seven matches, the
Knights vastly improved, gaining
a plus-six advantage in total
rebounds.
But, Friday night was a throw
back to the season's earlier disappointments. The Herd outrebounded the Knights 42-28.
Both player and coach for the
Knights acknowledged that they
· had a rough time boxing out
their opponent
"On the offensive boards it
seemed like there was one gold
jersey for every four of theirs,"
senior forward Shelby Weber
said:'
"With their big girls, we
would try to push back and they
would be right on top of us,"
Striegler said "Offensively, they
just kind of banged us out of
there:' _
After a lot of misery in the
first half, the Herd shot an exceptional 65.7 percent from the field
in the second half. It was the
highest field goal percentage that
the Knights have allowed in any
half this season.
·
Shepard-Hall led all scorers
with 25 points. Junior forward
Crystal Champion contributed

FROM

Bl

second half thllt they did in the first.
The Knights were an impressive 12of-25 from the field in the first half, compared with Marshall's nine-of-31. But
when Bridget Chacon made athreepointer at 12:47 in the second half, Marshall began to pull away.The Herd went
on a10-0 run and never looked back.

Key players...

.

Although three players scored in the
double figures for Marsha II, Shepard-Hall
single-handedly controlled the game and
its outcome. She was 12-of-18 from the
field, three-of-four from 3-point range
and two-of-two from the free-throw line.
She finished with 25 points, just afield
goal shy of her season-high 27.ShepardHall also led the Herd with three steals.
~Center Modupe lshola led both teams in
rebounds, with 11.
Despite the loss, UCF junior Francine
Houston had an almost record-breaking
night. Houston managed to tie,yet again,
the UCF record for most 3-pointers in a
game.She made seven and led the
Knights with 23 points. Leading the
Knights in rebounds was forward Keunta
Miles, with seven.

Bl

No. 30 Southern Mississippi.
Houston, picked to finish
fourth in C-USA, also
received votes, as did ·East
Carolina, whom C-USA
coaches placed sixth.
UCF will be led by Bascom, a right-handed starter
who has received many accolades during the winter preseason. Coming off a season
in which he went 10-2 with a
3.10 ERA and ll3 .strikeouts in
113.2 innings, Bascom was ·
named and NCBWA AllAmerican, making the third
team.
:
The Dunedin, Fla., native
was also named a third-team
All-American by Collegiate
Baseball News. In 2005, he
was the first-team Atlantic
Sun all-conference pitcher.
Bascom has also been
named to several prestigious
p:reseason award watch lists.
The
Roger
Clemens
Award, given annually to the
nation's top pitcher and voted
on by coaches, national media
and previous award winners,
listed Bascom among the 40
on their preseason watch list.
Bascom was also among
the 120 listed on the preseason watch list for the Brooks
Wallace Award, given annually to the national college baseball player of the year. The
award has taken the place of
the now defunct Rotary
Smith Award, whose winners
included major league stars
Jason Varitek, Tim Hudson,
Mark Prior and Brad Wilkerson.
UCF, which started practicing last week, will begin its
season at Florida Intemation. al in Miami on Feb. 4-5.

Other notes ...
UCF Coach Gail Striegler once served
as an assistant under Marshall Coach
Royce Chadwick for four years at Stephen
F.Austin University.A similarity in coaching style was obvious throughoutth~
game, which hurt and helped both UCF
and Marshall, respectively, and undoubtedly affected the game.
- MELISSA HEYBOER

17 points, all in the second half:
Junior center Modupe Ishola
almost reached a double-double
with nine points and llrebounds.
Houston was the only Knight
in double figures with 23 points.
Sixteen ofher 17 shots were from
3-point range. Her seven 3-pointers tied an UCF record for most
3-pointers in a game. It was the
second time this season that
Houston has accomplished the
feat
The Knights were scheduled
to cap their four-game home
stand on Sunday against the East
Carolina Lady Pirates, but results
of the game were not available
before press time.
A full recap of Sunday's game
will be printed in Thursday's
issue of the Future.
·

STATE & NATION

FROM B2

Woodside scored 24 points
and North Dakota State upset
-Wisconsin, snapping the Badgers' 27-game winning streak
at home against nonconference opponents.
The Badgers (14-4) tried to
rally from an 18-point deficit
in the final 7 minutes, closing
to withi,n 54-47 on K,ammron
Taylor's layup with 2 minutes
remaining. But Alando Tuck(' er missed two free throws
with 1:46 remaining, and

Y

Woodside intercepted Joe
Krabbenhoft's inbounds pass
with 1:31 remaining.
He was fouled by Taylor on
the play, and made two free
throws to put the Bison (ll-9)
ahead 56-47. The Badgers had
their chanees in the final minutes. But as was the case all
game, they couldn't make
thefr · shots. Wisconsin shot
16-for-72, including 4-for-27
from 3-point range.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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OUR STANCE

I

Students must
notice n____

n the past 60 years, the world
has repeatedly said "never
again" to genocides in
" Europe, Cambodia and Rwanda
School,;.aged children have
been educated on the horrors of
-~ the Holocaust, an Oscar-nominated movie has depicted the atrocities in Rwanda and the courage of
people who refuse to let their
neighbors be killed, and the
world })as said collectively: "lbis
is wrong. 1bis is evil lbis can
never happen again."
It's happening again. It's happening in the Darfur region of the
Sudan, and it has been happening
.)I, since February 2003.
According to a Human Rights
Watch report published Friday, in
the past three years, two million
people in the Darfur region have
been expelled from their homes
by the Sudanese governmentsupported militia Janjaweed and
1 are trapped in refugee camps in
neighboring Chad or in internally
displaced persons' camps inside
Darfur.
Also, according to H;uman
Rights Watch, the Sudanese government and the Janjaweed have
:;. repeatedly attacked the civilian
populations of the African Fur,
Masalit, and Zaghawa ethnic
grqups and used aircraft to drop
-'~ crude but deadly ''barrel bombs"
filled with metal shards on villages and towns where the dis,~ placed civilians have gathered

rights violations in Darfur.
They can learn about Darfur
by surfing Web sites such as
Human Rights Watch, at hrw.org;
Darfur: A Genocide We Can Stop,
darfurgenocide.org; or Witness,
at witness.org.
They can show up and show
the politicians and activists who
come to speak that they know
about the genocide in Darfur and
want it stopped
They can write their congressµien and tell them not to shy
away from the problem, not to ·
mince words to ~arefully avoid
using the term genocide.
They can tell their friends,
families, spouses, colleagues and ,
that guy standing in front of them
at the grocery store checkout line.
They can give the news media
an undeniable rea5on to cover
Darfur so that others will know
what's going on.
They can say, 'We know about
Darfur and we want it stopped"
Most of all, they can refuse to
be silent
·
They can refuse complicity
with people who would massacre
children, beat their fathers and
i:_ape their mothers.
They can refuse to support
politicians who say, "lbis is not
our problem."
Because Darfur isn't just the
problem of the Sudan or of
Africa Darfur is the world's problem.

Amnesty International estimates that at least 300,000 people, mostly non-Arab Darfur
locals, have been systematically
starved or outright killed since
the conflict began
There have been widespread
reports by humanitarian groups
of the killing, beating and raping
of civilians of the African Fur,
Masalit and Zaghawa ethnic
groups, the ransacking and burning of homes and the h,erding of
the Darfurlocals into refugee
camps - camps they can't try to
escape without being beaten or ·
raped by the armed militiamen
that surround them.
The situation is so dangerous
that many aid organizations have
been forced to withdraw their
_people.
The bottom line is that while
the politicians argue over
whether this counts as genocide
or not and the Western media
and the American people focus
on the Iraq conflict, people are
being massacred in this small,
California-sized Sudan region
that few UCF students have
heard of.
What can UCF students do
about this?
They can attend the events of
Project Darfur, a weeklong event
held by the United Nations Association at UCF and at least 26
other UCF organizations to raise .
awareness about the human

OUR STANCE

Osama's threats
to be heeded
I

n a recent audiotape
and the goal of installing a demreleased by the CIA, a voice
ocratic government in the Middle Eastern country has nearly
believed to be Osama Bin
Laden makes new threats that
failed on all accounts.
Al-Qaida leaders have been
attacks against the United States
are iii the planning stages. He
apprehended, but the one man
warns that as soon as the prepawho needs to be found has eludrations are complete, multiple
ed his enemies every time his
whereabouts have been predict. sites will be hit by terrorists.
But the more intriguing
ed
' aspect of the tape is the voice's
In his latest book, The Osama ·
offer for a truce between the U.S. Bin Laden I Know, Peter L.
1 and al-Qaida However, he conBergen, who is one of few Amertinues that the possibility hardly
ican journalists to have personalseems likely because he does not ly interviewed Bin Laden,
believe that the Bush adniinistra- · recounts hundreds of interviews
with close friends, allies and
\ ti.on would go for it.
The prediction is remarkable, family members of Bin Laden. ·
considering White House
The book humanizes Bin Laden,
spokesman Scott McClellan said, not in a manner of making him
~, 'We do not negotiate w~th terlook good, but by letting readers
rorists; we put them out of busiknow how he became the temness," in the wake of the public
fying icon of anti-American polirelease of the audio threats.
cies that he is today.
¥
Since al-Qaida's attacks on
Within the :maµy stories, Bin
the U.S. on Sept ll, 2001, the
Laden is described as a man who
Bush administration has suppos- went from a young playboy, rich
;, edly been relentlessly trying to
with the profits of his father's oil
bring Bin Laden and his associcompany, to a religious zealot
ates to justice. However, the
poised to make America pay for
release of this tape and the new
its capitalist ways.
• th;reats prove that the manhunt
The progression from devout
has been anything but the highMuslim to prophetic madman is
horrifying in j:he sense that his
est priority.
own family members admitted
_, : The outcome of these efforts
ill).s been nothing more than triv- he had entirely misinterpreted
i:il, as the nation's debt continues and, in the process, created a .
new, frightening meaning of the
to pile up as every day of the
Muslim holy book, the Quran.
~ war in Iraq passes.
, The U.S. government has
Many Islamic leaders have
said that Bin Laden's practices
done nothing more than swat at
and preaching of the Qµran are
a hornet's nest as it searches for
tl' Bin Laden. The war in Iraq has
way off base. But what does that
matter when a man who believes
seen thousands of casualties,

he is right and prays to one day
be a martyr against the U.S. is
still making threats of massive
attacks against America?
For Bin Laden, the acceptance
of a long-term truce wotild be a
victory against the U.S. It would
show the world that the greatest
power crumbled to the actions
of a small terrorist group based
on leveling the international
playing field financially. .
Al-~da believes this war is
a battle of Christianity against
the Muslim belief, and the group
will continue to defy Western
civilization until Bin Laden is
either captured or a truce is
established.
However, U.S. citizens and
people living in democratic
countries around the world can't
see a religious war because the
greater picture is blocking it.
While members of al-Qaida and
other insurgents are taking their
oWn lives in the name of ending
American oppression, honest
people are worried about saving
their own lives from these terrifying threats.
If a truce is a victory for Bin
Laden, then it's time to at least
let him think he has won. Americans cannot be expected to live
in fear with each day that passes
because a never-ending war is
rattling the cage of bloodthirsty
animals. ·
McClellan claims that the
U.S. government puts terrorists
out of business. Well, the government sure has an odd way of
going about it.
•

READER VIEWS
poorest excuses for human beings you've ever
seen At my last Senate meeting, one senator
The week before I was signed in as an SGA
remarked to my CAB graduate assistant on the
senator, a former senator gave me this advice:
Senate floor that "all graduate assistants are
"The only way you'll ever get anything done is
worthless." It is my opinion that a fair amount
by degrading yourself and being everyone's
· of SGA senators are woi\hless. I am disgusted
favorite little liberal"
by the amount of self-interest that I have seen
By not taking that advice, I was able to pass
come from some of my colleagues. I ask them
the highest bill for any student organization
to take their personal insecurities out on a
and a resolution with the most amount of copunching bag, not on student organizations.
sponsors this session, which will likely result in
Our campus needs people to help us take
the construction of a new arts complex.
back what is ours. Our campus needs people
SGA is an institution where you may find
who will fight for multi.cultural, political and
some of the most caring, intelligent people
you've ever met sitting next to some of the
PLEASE SEE READER ON B6

Confessions ofa senator

J

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to theeditor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send lettersto editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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'What activities would you
like Late Knights to offer?'

VIVIAN BLANCHET

CARRIE PUGH

Hospitality management

Psychology

"More relaxing activities, spas and
more food since it always runs out."

"A bounce house would be fun."

JOHN LAVIGNE

ZACH WILLIAMS

ANGELIQUE BARTON

Computer science

Molecular biology

Animation

"I personally didn't even know about
Late Knights." ·

"More food would be a plus."

SHANNON WELCH

WIL~ HOLDERNESS

Hospitality

Computer engineering

"Winning free stuff."

"Video games."

"Smoothies!"

. SEAN BUTLER
French

"Ping-pong tournaments."

N
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Undeclared

Radio/television

"Jewelry booths to sell jewelry for
girls."

"Good live bands."

"Live animals."

•

There she is, Miss America,
boring millions ofviewers
Her smile said it all
from attainable, but it's not
impossible. First, a solid move
As Jennifer Berry was
crowned Miss America Saturhas already been made. The
day night, the look on her face
producers moved the event
spoke a million words. The 22from Atlantic City to Las Vegas.
That's like ditching your grandyear-old teacher and student
from the University of Oklamother's early-bird bingo match
homa radiated generations of
for a four-day bender at Scores.
pride and honor that belongs to
But there's more to be done.
MOUTHING OFF
simply wearing that crown
The l;>iggest problem the comThe Miss America pageant
petition has ever faced is that
ASHLEY BURNS
represents this great country in
the producers kept airing the
Managing Editor
a way that no other competition
event on Saturday nights. Peocan, and Berry was the perfect
But the problem, ·a s with just , ple don't watch TV on Saturday
example. Just looking at her as
nights. At least the people in the
about any television show, is
she basked in the glory of the
demographic the Miss America
that it never changed. It never
nation's top prize for evening
pageant should be targeting
offered us anything to keep us
gowns and swimsuits, I couldn't excited. Most of all, after each
aren't watching TV on a Satur·
day night.
hold back my amazement at
year's competition, we never
how much her beauty reminded heard from the winner again. ·
There's a reason networks
me of the American flag.
show movies like Short Circuit
This is Miss America we're
Her bleached-white teeth
and Breakin' 2: Electric Boogaloo
talking about. She's the woman
shined like the blinding lights of who represents this great
on Saturday nights and that's
our majestic cities from shore to . nation. If anything, we should at because no one is ever home to
shore.
watch them. Move the pageant
least stop watching because
Her red lipstick and bronzed
she's constantly being crammed to a Tuesday or Wednesday, and
skin glistened like the dew on a
the event would at least gain
down our throats.
back the million viewers it has
Midwest field of wheat from
She should be throwing out
her tears as they bore through
lost
over the past two years.
the first pitch for coiintless
Since the Miss America
· the 74 layers of makeup she had
Major League Baseball teams or .
sandblasted on in, what I'd
Organization is nonprofit, it has
serving as the guest timekeeper
imagine, was a four-week
amassed quite a serious deficit
at Wrestlemania. Miss America
process.
since it was tossed from nationshould be serving hot dogs and
And the blue? Well, actually
al airwaves. I smell sponsorapple pie from coast to coast at
she didn't have anything that
ships, people.
every venue from NASCAR
reminded me of the blue on the
How about the Ball Park
races to church bake sales to a
Frar)ks Miss America Pageant?
~ American flag. But I gu~s it's
baby's bris.
Maybe try calling it the Pabst
· safe to say that the blue would
· Continuity is, of course,
Blue Ribbon Miss America
: belong to every American who
essential to the success of an
Pageant? We have some good
: turns off his television set each
event such as the Miss America
: year from the drivel these pagad/pr people out there, let's put
pageant, but creativity will
them to work and get some
: eants continue to produce.
always outlive consistency. In
· The ratings for the Miss
green flowing back in this thing.
the 1990s, the show's ratings
. America pageant - as well as
The pageant might be
started falling more notably
cheesy and some of the contest· every other pageant - have
than any other decade. Is it a
been in steady decline for years, coincidence that this was the
ants over the years could have
causing the event to be dropped same period the event's produc- been replaced by wax figurines
• from national television. This
ers started implementing reali- · and no one would have been
: year it aired on Colliitry Music
able to tell the difference. But
ty-TV tactics in order to spice
; Television. That means that
deep down, beneath the cavthings up and bring in more
· somewhere in between The
ernous layers of CoverGirl
viewers while maintaining the
· Dukes ofHazzard reruns and
foundation, tl).ere's something
faithful base?
: the latest gawd-awful SheDaisy
good
about this pageant.
Well, it worked about as well
: video, a few people were actual- as spraying a fire hose during a
Not only does it offer a
$30,000 college scholarship, but
: ly able to still watch a parade of
nuclear meltdown In fact, the
it also promotes patriotism.
: obscurity.
antics were so embarrassing
Miss America used to actual- .t hat they eventually led to
Maybe if the producers restore
the dignity of the once fabled,
ly mean something. The crown
national TV turning a cold
. alone was a prize mightier than
Cinderella-esque pageant, we
shoulder. Television networks
any lottery for millions oflittle
can all bask in the red, white
said so long to tiaras, boob tape
• girls, and the patriotic underand blue instead of the red,
and a storied pageant of patriot• tones made every middle-class,
white and boo.
ic significance, and they ushsuburbanite family feel warm
ered in a new era of televised
and cozy as a bevy of Southern
competition with The Swan and
belles would remind us all why
Ashley Burns can be reached at
America's Next Top Model
editor@UCFnews.com
we loved America.
A solution to this mess is far
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Pope blasts intelligent design

religious organizations over projects that do nothing but squander students' ttiition dollars and
lessen the prestige of our institution.
Our campus needs people who will fight for
everyone who doesn't want to be anybody's .
• "favorite little anything." I ask all UCF students to
' not be intimidated by the corruption and dishonesty of a minority of SGA senators with egos the
size of mountains and nothing to show for it.
j Together, we can all reclaim our university.

Apparently someone neglected to inform Pope
Benedict XVI and the Vatican regarding the revelations found L.1 the "Catholicism Rebukes Darwin" Jan. 17 letter to the editor.
An Associated Press article printed in the Jan.
19 issue of the Orlando Sentinel on page A3 was
titled ''Vatican blasts 'intelligent design."'
The Church is determined to not make the
same mistakes it did with Copernicus and Galileo.
So should we.

- DAVID BROWN

- LAURENCE PllTCHINSKI

.

,

12000 Collegiate wav

11651 Universitv Boulevard

11801 High Tech Avenue

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

401-243-6100

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily
• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• fomplimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full CabJe with Showtime

• Complimentary.Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area
• limited Maid Service

• Daily Housekeeping Service ,
• Pet Friendly

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

Univ·e rsity of Central Fl9rida •· Sfrudenfi Unfion

lJNION MRBKET DAY

To Our Valued
Market Day Vendors
Union Market Days
are in full swing
every Wednesday at UCF!
Buy three get one FREE!

Savings of$120*
Buy two get one Half Off!

Savings of$60*
..

*Valid for Union Market Days before 6/30/2006. Must be booked before 4/ 1/2006

Em111ovment Guide

CAREE.R FAIR
Wednesday, January 25th, 2006 • 9:30am-2:00p1n
Rosen Plaza Hotel
9700 International Drive, Orlando, FL 32819

Meet wit11 HR represetttatives from these companies and many more!
ATTENDING COMPANIES
• AAA Auto Club South • adidas Retail Outlets
• Alpha Relail • Andean Manna • Applebee's
• Brevard Police Testing Center • Bright House
• CCS Financial Services • Celebrity Resorts
• Central Fl Educators Credit Union
• CHEP • Ear1 of Sandwich • Exxon Mobil Corp.
• Event Imagining • FirstMData Teleservices
• Freeze Frame • Hilton Grand Vacations
• Home Depot • Imaging Solutions
• la Petite Academy • lane Institute of Health
• Levy Restaurants • Marriott Vacation Club Int
• McDonalds Silver Star Rest
• Mountain State University
• Nickelodeon Family Suites
• OCPS Transportation SVC
• Office Depot Warehouse
• Orange Lake Resort & CC
• Polytechnic Institute of America
• Pre-Paid Legal Services • Race Trac
• Randstad • Schlesinger Assoc.
• Southern Technical Institute
•Sprint• SunTrust• US Marine Corps
• Value Pawn & Jewelry • Walt Disney
•Westgate• And Many More To Come!

•)

• High Speed Internet Access

('

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

CLASSIFICATIONS
OSO Legals
100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Part-Time
lSO HelpWanted:Full-Time
17S BusinessOpportunities
200 For Rent Homes
22S For Rent Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: General
325 For Sale: Automotive

lrrim

350
375
400
SOO

52S

For Sale: Homes
For Sale: Pets
Services
Events

•

Events~Greek Life

550 Events: UCF
600 Travel

700 Worship

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

HOW TO PLACE AN AO

. SUBMISSION DEADLINE

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

AO RATES
STUDENT

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

Online: www.UCFnews.com/classifieds
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

$}6

$3

$10

• Pridng includes up to four lines, 35 charad:ers per line
·Ad options, tipgrades, and additional discounts available
·Economic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issue~
·Reaching UCF, East Orlando, O'liedo, and Winter Springs
• Classified ads also viewable online 24 hours aday

800 Miscellaneous

(407) 447-4555 • classifieds@UCFnews.com

900 Wanted
999 lost & Found

HELP WANTED

$5

HELP WANTED:

~General

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Kid's N ite Ou1'
Now hiring childcare professionals..
who love children and need flexible hours.
Please call 407-828-0920 ext. 0
to schedule an interview.

GRAPHIC ARTIST NEEDED
The Central Florida Future is currently
seeking a graphic designer for the
Spring semester who has knowledge in
Photoshop, Illustrator and Quark with a
, good sense of ad design and
composition. Approximately 10 to 15
hours per week. E-mail resume to
Ben@UCFnews.c,om or fax to
407-447-4556 ex1. 217

Dance instructors to teach
children Prr evenings, great pay,
must be very reliable, & have own car
Email resume to
info@allamericanyouth.org or fax to
813-964-8806

Restaurant

Immediate Openings
$8.50 to $9.50 TO START
Reliable transportation/local
phone, part-time. Call RGIS
Inventory Specialists: 407-896-5406
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

Help needed to type and print children's
book for publishing. Must have scanning
equipment and color printer.
Call Patty 8-5 M-F (407) 299-2528
Valet Attendants needed. FT/PT.
Great pay/flexible schedules.
, Immediate openings.
Call 407-971-9131

Cheerleading instructors to

MOVIE EXTRAS, ACTORS, MODELS!
Make $75-$250/day, all ages and faces
wanted! No exp. Required, FT/PT!
800-851-6131

SER\tERS • HOST/HOSTESS • LINE COOKS
CASHIERS • DISHWASHERS

Delivery & warehouse for coffee products
co in Maitland. Lift up to 50 lbs. Order
pull and pack. Detail and cust. serv.
oriented. Call Mon-Fri at 407-786-1118.
Finance Assistant for PT or· FT. Portfolio
analysis, financial reporting, client
interaction, spreadsheet development
in fast·moving environment.
Send resume/cover letter td
careers@localtising.com.

ATTENTION UCF STUDENTS!
Looking for some extra$?
We have the best part time job
in Orlando·and you fan earn
full time pay $8 - '1'20 /Hr.
We offer:
AM shift - professional B2B calling
PM shift - fun residential calling
Flexible schedules - Paid training
Referral Bonus $100
Sign on 6onus $100
$7 per production hour guaranteed
Incentive bonuses for extra hours
Fun and friendly environment
Staff dedicated to your success

'.

~OUSEKEEPERSNEEDED

Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

INVENTORY TAKERS

All locations are currently interviewing
for the following positions:

- Apply in person daiiy. 2pm - 4pm:
Restaurants located in Downtown Disney l-4, exit 68

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.
DELIVERY DRIVERS NEEDED Tues &
Fri. Flex hrs, 12-7pm. KITCHEN
ASSISTANTS NEEDED Mon 5pm-2am,
Thur 2pm-7pm. "Great Pay" No Exp.
Necessary. The Healthy Chef, Inc.
407-339-2433

Veterinary Assistant & Receptionist
Needed in East Orlando area.
Experience preferred for veterinary
assistant only. Please Contact Isabel
407-447-9444 or fax resume to
407-447-5998

NANNY WANTED·
Looking for assistance with 2 young
children. Live in preferred.
Call 407-443-6111 to discuss.

Levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team .
members to join our family of passionate restaurateurs at our Downtown Disney® locations!

Servers Wanted PT/FT
No exp necessary. Energetic people w/
positive attitudes. Only 20 min from UCF.
corcie in between 9 and 5.
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651.

Tutor Wanted
for ACG 3131
Call Eric 407-739-4576
Join our team and earn ex1ra income for
more information.
Call Daniel 321-626-0170
Tropical Smoothie Cafe is looking for
energetic and outgoing people. Must
have M&W daytime.availability.
Flexible hours. Apply in person.
10501 J. Blanchard Trail inside the YMCA
Assist with all functions of
Accounting Dept. Accounting major a
must. Highly.motivated w/ attn. to
detail, flex sch., 25-30 hrs/wk.
$9/hr. Longwood. Email resume to
aking@consolidatedlabel.com

teach children Pff even., great pay,
must be reliable, & have car, Email
resume to info@allamericanyouth.org
or fax to 813-964-8806.
Prr Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

Weekend Groundskeeper • .
$10/hr Hunter's Ridge Apartments
Sat & Sun, 7:30am - 9:30am
Call 407-677-7070
Office Assistant - .Reliable/Energetic,
Phones, Filing, Word,
Excel, Quickbooks.
bill@nex1elligence.com
Ladies: Successful private executive
investor seeks PT personal secretary
for research and analysis of equity
business opportunities. Must be
charming, presentable, and clever.
Req. outstanding people and computer
skills. Some travel. Excellent pay.
(321) 217-4597
IMMEDIATE PRODUCTION ROLES
AVAIL. Cybis Communications produces
live events across the country. We are
seeking exp. camera, audio, lighting,
directing, editing and stage assistants for
audio/visual prod. in Seattle, Atlanta,
Orlando and Hershey. Details:
www.thinkcybis.com/spring2006
Babysitter needed for 1 child avail.
on as needed basis. Transportation &
Exp w/ young children req. $6/hr.
Please call (407) 380-0781

Advertising Sales
HELP WANTED
Growing Company! Expanding to new territories!Advertising/Media Sales
Will provide training and qualified leads for the right person
Experience preferred. Bi-lingual a plus.

Give us a call today and get started next week
Orlando 407-243-9400 •Winter Park 407-673-9700

E-mail your resume and references: Laura@ExchangeYouruml.com
Locally owned and operated. Contact us only if you have a can-do attitude.
The Business Card Exchange
Call for an interview 407-671-0023

Lose Weight & Earn Money!
UCF Alumnus has gone in business
for himself! 23 People needed to lose
weight and earn extra income!
I lost 32 lbs. and earned $1,600 in 6
weeks! Call for FREE SAMPLE &
company presentation.
Call 1-800-371-7154
Go to www.newshape411.com

Dragon Room Now Hiring
for promo team, security, waitresses,
and hostesses. Apply online at
dragonro.omorlando.com or in person
Tues-Thur; 2-5 pm at 25 W. Church St.
Help Wanted ! College aged counselors,
Camp Wekiva, residential summer camp.
Boys Camp June 10-24th
Girls June 24th-July 22nd. $240/wk.
Contact Mj.Meherg@worldnet.att.net
Need Survey Takers!
Please visit www.TopSurveys.com.
Surveys are FREE to take and you will
get paid for your opinions.
RECREATION/AFTERCARE TEACHER
Chelle Stack's Gymnastics is now
hirinQ'fun, energetic, responsible
staff members as gymnastics
instructors/aftercare teachers. No
exp needed to apply. Call today
407-657-8774.

•

TALL, STRONG ENERGY
DRINK SEEKS

If interested in joining the
Red Bull team, apply at
www.recruit.redbull~et.com.

Red Bull'
~

ARTIST'S MODEL
Experienced ethical and reliable model
needed for well established
artisVphotographer. Contact Julie
407-629-6308 or julie@jamali.com

ENE RGY DR INK

OVERNIGHT BABYSITTER WANTED
Sched. varies, ELEM. Education major
preferred. Exp. & references req. Call
407-971-9942 or coopncar@hotmail.com
Recreation Club House Attendant
needed. Must 21yrs or older.
Pay rate: $10/hr. Hours: Fri, Sat, Sun.
Call for interview: 321-443-1775

Pizza Position. Pizza man,
counter, delivery w/ own car. Must
be exp. Downtown Orlando. Salary +
tips. (dally) + health insurance.
Call 407-234-2315
Hot Dog Makers Wanted.
Will work w/ school schedule.
Hot Dog Heaven of Oviedo.
3050 Alafaya Trail. 2 miles north of UCF
on right. Apply in person.
3 Afternoons and Saturdays.
Retail experience required,
Dance experience preferred.
Call 407-366-4585
Child Care Needed; Beverly
Shores/Loch Haven area. 3 days per
week, early morns. Care for 3 & 5 yr.
old. transport to school. Safe driver
and ref. req. Call 407-895-3566 or
407-484-8149
Appointment Setters Wanted
M-F 6: 9pm. $8/hr. $10/show. No
selling involved. Casselberry area.
Call 407-339-3000

Inbound Calls
$9/hr +commission
• Personality a must
• Great for students
• Flexible hours

·4p.m.-1 a.m.

· • 2 separate shifts available

WANTED!

WSl/Lifeguards/Coaches

.$7.25 - $9.25
Red Cross certified.

HIRING FOR
SUMMER JOBS.
All apps to City
Hall or online at

www:dtyofoviedo.net.

donating
plasma regularly
-----------·······--------

~10 OFffR

407-295-0080

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com
for more infonnation

Self Defense Instructors to
teach children Pff even., great pay,
must be very reliable, & have own
car. Email resume to
info@allamericanyouth.org or fax to
813-964-8806

$170/MO.

SPfCIAl

Call

Mondays and Thursdays, morning route
5 :30 - 7:30 a.m. Vehicle not required.
$10+ hourly. Call 407-447-4555 x212 or
e-mail jenniferw@knightnewspapers.com

CFF Distribution Driver Wanted!

UPTO

.

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle f Dude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 30 and
leaves Wednesday, August 2.

bright, outgoing , energetic person
for good t imes around town. Must
enjoy meeting riew people.
Knowledge of local geography, a
clean driving record and a passion
for life required. Bilingual a plus.
Become a member of the Orlando
Mobile Energy Team. As part of
the team, you'll seek out people in
need of energy and introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.

EARN

•

CAMP COUNSELOR.SWANTED!

New Donors
Bring this ad

for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

·-··-------------·······-···
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is NOW HIRING!
Th~

Summer Jobs

Following Positions:

Lifeguard • Ride Operator • Food & Beverage Cashier·
Food & Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance· Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Great Benefits Including:

• $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
I
• Room and Board Included

Free Admission· Free Quarterly Tickets · C9Uege Tuition

DCifBiologicals

Get Paid to Play!

Assistance • Referral Bonuses and morel

Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses. .

Apply NOW:

The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 5 - July 22. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 251 or

1900 Alafaya Trail; Suite 500

www.dciplasma.com
321-235-91 to
'

Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9 AM and 4 PM
Wet 'n Wild Human Resources

6200 International Drive· Orlando, FL. 32019
(4~7) 354·2085 • FAX 1407) 345·1005

352-669-9443 ext. 251.

THE R-E ARE
BETTER WAYS
TO EARN
MONE.Y FOR
y o·uR c0 l l EGE

Wednesday, January 25, 2006
12:00 pm - 4:30 pm
Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom

AP.ARTMENT. .

Anne T. Deli

Co-founder & President
Harley-Davidson American
Road LLC

University House, the leader in student apartment communities, has
created a unique scholarship opportunity for qualified, enthusiastic
students who are selected to become a University House Maverick.
• Serve as the
"Go-to-Person" for
the Community

2005 Businesswoman

& Business Owner of the Year
"Charting your Career: Ten
Skills You'll Need to Succe~d"

- ·-··-

WE Ol!l.l'llERl

• Plan and manage
Resident Activities

..

WE Ol~L11'ERt

WE DELIVE,.!
11

WE DELIVER!

·- ··-- ---...,,;

•Assist with Leasing
Office Management

WE DE.LIVER!

.

You'll gain experience

--

..

WE DELIVER!
. --·
.,. ..,....._
.

WEOEUVEA!

in Event Planning, Real

WE DELIVER!
.. -· 'W '"

~- -

Estate, Hospitality,

·~

•.

WE DELIVER!

Customer Service and
Business Management.
Plus, you'll get a FREE
ROOM FOR ONE YEAR.
No Rent. No Brainer.
For more i.nformation,
please call 407-277-4007 .
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Pre-Registration deadline: Wednesday, January 18,2006

i,c._~ UCF CAREER SERVI~ &

•

,

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

A Division of Academic Affairs

•

•)

..

Earn your master's or doctorate in education or counseling at
Barry University's site in Orlando.
Programs include educational leadership, counseling, human resource
development, 'Montessori education, and exceptional .s tudent education.
Graduates go on to be college professors, mental health coUJ1selors, marriage
and family therapists, .school counselors, teacher§, principals, trainers,

•

'>

'

and consultants. Classes meet evenings ansJ. Saturdays with courses
gene.nilly offered in 8- or 10-week terms.
With an Adrian Dominican heritage, Barty University bffers a practical
~nd personal educational experience, and compassion is our hallinark.

Ready to find out if Barry is where you belong?Just call or email.

'··

y
UNIVE.RSITY
ADRIAN DOMINICAN SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
AJORLANDO
2000 N. Alafaya Trail, Suite 600
Orlando, FL 32826
321 ·235-8408
edorfqndo@mail.barry.E,'?du

www.barry.edu
y......................Gl....................llCl
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~ FOR RENT:
lW:..
Roommates

HELP WANTED:

~Part-Time

Dance the school blues away w/3 sassy
ladies in an .awesome 4/2 house asapl
Great area, 5 min. from UCF! $430/mo
includes everything! Fun-loving n/s F?
Call today! 727-409-8245

(entral 1lotiba 1uture

I

I NOW HIRING I

I

I

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS

'

Visit www.OrlandoCasa.Com
Lake Pool Front Townhouse in Avalon
Lakes. 3/2.5. 2, 163 sq ft. Upgraded
kitchen, laundry rm, asking below market
rent. 1 yr or greater lease. No fees.
Good credit req. 917-292-1550
4/2 like new home in Eastwood near
Waterford Town Center, Pool Access
FREE CABLE, Washer I Dryer· •
$1300 I month. Call 321'-217-8174
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1295. ·V iew our
avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629-6330.
.RE/MAX 200 Realty

Mondays and Thu~sdays
Morning Route: 5:30 - 7:30 a.m.
Vehicle not required. $1 O+ hourly.

312 house, 1 room for rent, Male. .

E-mail jenniferw@knightnewspapers.com or call 407-447-4555 ext. 212

Pool table Installation pept. is looking for
a helper. Applicants should be self
motivated, quick learners, and.
dependable. Wood furniture delivery and
assembly a plus. GOOD DRIVING
RECORD A MUST. DRUG FREE
WORKPLACE. Please call
407-478-4127
Gold Mechanical Services LLC
Looking for a mechanical engineer.
HVAC exp. Winter Garden Office.
407-654-0490

Ad sales positions available
at large community newspaper. Send
resume and clips to
news.community@yahoo.com.
Looking tor people to hand out flyers.
. Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF, and
Oviedo areas. $10.00/hr. 407-977-4906

7 mins to UCF traffic Independent.
Includes wireless high speed
internet, most utilities, no pets.
$425/mo. Call 407-497-0899

One Month of Free Re'iltl
1 BO avail. In a 4/4 in Pegasus
Landing for a female. $51 Olmo with
the first month FREE. Available
Immediately. Call Nell (267)229-9798
212 condo at Alafaya/McCulloch, Newly
remo·deled, Vaulted Ceilings, Large Pool
& Courts, W/D included. Avail Now.
$950/mo. 407.977.5110 Iv msg
2 Bed 2, Bath Condo For Rent
at Club Orlando off Chickasaw.
~ated Community.
Call 407-489-0663
1 room tor rent in a beautiful 4 bedroom
house with hot tub 2 minutes from UCF.
Rent is 450 a month. Females only ·
please. Call Kara at 239-841-6601.
VIiia Valencia Condos
1,2,3 bdrms for rent. 1 O mlns from
UCF. Built In 2004/05.
407-381-0500

"'·

Wanted female after school baby sitter
from 3:00 to 6:00 pm Monday through
Friday. $9.00/hr. Kids 7, 1O, 13 yo. Car
provided for school pickup and after
school activities. Family located walking
distance to UCF campu~. 407-491-3365

•

Horse ranch needs PT barn help - A.M.
Must be·an animal lover, dependable,
honest. Clean facility close tb.UCF. If you
love horses, call (407) 366-4834.
BAGEL CAFE - Shift Mgr Trainee
$7.50/hr plus. Food exp. & excellent
cust service skills reqd: Hrs: 7am-2pm.
Will train. 407-509-7154

Aide needed FT to assist handicapped
man with daily living activities.
$10.50/hr M-F 8am: 4pm
Call Doug, (407) 384-3004

NEWS REPORTER WANTED
News reporter position available at large
community newspaper.Send resume and
clips to news.community@yahoo.com.

2 bdrms avail in a private 3 bdrm home
with patio, jacuzzi, pool table. $590/mo
each, all utilities included. Female only.
High speed Internet, cable, W/D.
15 mins from UCF. Call 56P543-6685

UCF AREA HOUSE
Huge 5BD/2.5BA Wood floors,
fenced-in yd. Pets ok! Avail 02101.
Excellent Price!!!
Call Nick Phllllps@ 407-810-7622

3/2 Home. Mins from UCF.
Twin Rivers. $1250/mo +sec.
Hardwood floors, new carpet, huge
fenced backyard. Call' 407-221-5900
Room for Rent-Male. Jan-May In 312
home 10 min fr UCF campus & VCC.
Fenced back yard, cable/roadrunner/
wireless, HDTV. 2 car garage. W&D,
$425 + 1/4 utll. (407)521-5563
Rooms available now! 5 bd/3ba
house located behind UCF. Rent
$500 plus utll. per room. Option to
buy. 407-967-1947
Place or view all classifieds onllne
at www.UCFnews.com/classlfiedsl

Check it Out!
Rooms available in Classy Homes
East Orlando Area. Rent ranging from
$350/mo and up.
http://Nancepropertyinvesttnents.com
407-716-0848 or
407-334-6658
Female roommate needed for 3/2 in
Oviedo. $400/mo, all utilities included
Looking tor friendly, clean student.
Must like dogs.
Contact Jenn (407) 971-3705
1 Furn rm & shared ba avail. $500/mo.
incl util. No lease. Non-refundable $100
sec. dep. Call 407-232-1802 (cell)
407-380-4892 (work)
4 bedroom house behind UCF. Spring
semester. $500-650/mo. based on room
size. Includes utilities.
Call Jordan at 305-731-9631.

Room for Rent. 3 bdrm townhome.
Util. incl. wireless int., cable. Corner of
Alafaya and Colonial. $540/mo
904-864-7784 or 407-282-1834
Roommate Needed ASAP near UCF
Private bedroom & bathroom to be
rented out to a clean non-smoking
student. Rent is only $400 a month which
includes utilities (wireless high speed
access, electric, cable & water)
Call Ryan at 561-756-2617
F Student Looking for M/F Roommate.
1 bdr in townhouse w/ walk In closet.
10 mlns from UCF. Great amenities.
$525 Inc. all utll. 321-945-4438
F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 Apartment
Dean Rd, Avail Now, N/S, no pets.
$475 including 'utilities.
407-243-2630 or KellyRoop@hotmail.com

F Roommate Wanted
Private bd and bath avail. in a very
spacious 212 house. The house Is
located off University Blvd. In the
Villages of Suncrest, a quiet and safe
neighborhood about 5 mlns from
UCF. $600/mo Includes all utilities
(power,water,cable, and high speed
internet.) Call Anna 386-748-1478
Male or Female Roommate Wanted
Room avail in 3/2 house.
$500/mo Incl 1,1tll, cable, and .
internet. Call 407-256-8784.
Grad/Undergrad, M/F wanted for
furnished BO In 3 BO home on lake,
6 mlns from UCF. $500/mo Incl. util,
n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis.
Call 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.
Looking for quiet roommate. Responsible
·
Male to move into a beautiful 4/2
immaculate student.House. Fresh paint,
new tile, security system, 6 min from
UCF, brand new W/D, all furniture, brand
new bath, full kitchen. Must be clean, no
· pets. High speed internet, cable, water
and electricity included. $525/mo obo.
Private parking. Must be 21 or older.
Call 305-528-9470.

1 Rm For Rent In Oviedo 3/2 home.
10 mlns. from UCF. Clean and quiet
neighborhood. $450/mo + 1/3 elec.
Included util. are water, digital cable,
wireless Internet, w/d. Short term
lease avail. Call Stacy 407-754-4697
UCF Area- 1rm avail.
off Dean in 3/2 house
$400/mo + utils
305-395-1488

2 Bedroom I 1 Bathroom
S_tarting at

595

1. Pester
Roof part
Dissenter
Barely make
Scottish
family
14. C razy as

4.
8.
12.
13.

a
15.
17.
18.
19.
20.
23.
26.
28.
32.
33.
35.

Faults
Skulk
Wordplay
Watery
Scant
Tapered off
A Barrymore
Flattened
King's better
Fit to be tied
Brewery
product
36. Expressed
gratitude to
38. Potato
pancake

2

Female looking for nice, clean
roommate to share 212 condo in
Ventura Country Club. Guard gated,
fully furn bdrm, util, high speed
internet, cable Incl. $500/mo. Call
407-384-6244 for more info
1 bd avail. for rent w/ 3 other UCF
Male students In a nice 4 bdrm'
house w/ pool. 10 mins from UCF.
Male students only apply. $500/mo.
AVAIL. ASAP Call Stephanie
305-595·11?33 or 305-815-1864

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
Share 4/2.5 house. $425/mo plus
1/4 utlls. 5 mlns from UCF. Must be
clean, friendly, and outgoing. N/S.
Includes fully furnished bdrm and
walk-In closet. Call 954-854-0553. '

LOOK!!!
1 bdrm avail in a large house close to
UCF. Includes In-ground pool, W/D,
& full kitchen. $350/mo. + split util.
Call 407-619-5642, leave message.
FURNISHED HOUSE TO SHARE
4 br/2 BA, all rms furnished like a
dorm. Mins from UCF. Ample
Parking, includes cable, Internet,
appliances, utilities incl up to $150.
Avail Now. 321-777-8126

46.
48.
49.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

59:

DOWN
1 . River bottom

2. Ho's

I

Male wanted to take over Pegasus
Pointe lease. Private bdrcn/bath.
$585/mo. Utilities, cable, W/D, internet,
inc. Pool, gym, gameroom, shuttle
service to UCF. Call 813-210-6556 cir
TheMummy56@aol.com
Pegasus Pointe
1 bedroom/1 private bath. Quiet
roommate. $580/month. January paid.
No move-in fees. Call 321-231-5106

Napjer' s Apartments
2 Bedroom ·; 2 Bathroom
a month
Take Alafaya Trail to Solon Dr. Napier's Apqrtme.nts
are located on the right.

Walking Distance to UCF!
Call Us Today

321-235-0669

1 bdrm avail. i'n a furn. 4/2. @ Pegasus
Connection. Male pref. $485/mo Util. incl.
We'll pay the transfer fee. Call
Drew (352) 552-5112 or (352) 735-1903
2 bdrms available In a 4/2 at
Jefferson Lofts. $413/mo, all utilities
included. Apt includes Internet
and cable. Available Feb 1.
Call Ashley at 407-455-1100
Pegasus Landing 1 room avail. in a 3/3
for Male. N/S, Avail. ASAP. Dep. $175,
• Lease ends 7/31. $540/mo utilities
included. Call 561-843-'1'144

You rent for $485/mo! College
Station charges $510/mo now. 1 bd
avail. in a 4/4. All utilities included.
Lease ends Aug '06. Located near
pool. Call 561-573-8997
1/1 Avail. In a 4/4. In Pegasus
Connection. $495/mo. Incl.
everything, w/d, $50 off first month
rent, Can sublease or release.
Call 954-655-1704
Villages at Science Drive Sublease
1 private bd/ba in a 414 avail. now!
$525/mo utll. incl., fully furnished.
F Pref. Call 954-648-7045
Save $100/mo. F needed for 1 bd in 2/2
at Pegasus Connection. Fully furnished,
utilities incl. Was $604/mo., Now
$504/mo. Please call (239)872-1181.
MOVE IN & SAVE. 1 bd. in 2/2 at
Pegasus Connection. Great, easy going
roommate. $585/mo.
Please Call 352-267-2997
Homeless? Stay Here!
UCF's best way to find a place to
stay! Info call 407-447-455,5 or visit
www.UCFnews.com/cla~fieds

~
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YukonBlue :
Orlando's online classifieds.
list it Find it. Get it..
•
20. Vegan's
6 . La rge
1
• :

v essel

7. Type spaces
8. Refe r (to)
9. Verb's
10. Ripped
11 . Dark in color
16. Fencing
weapon
19. Frolic
10

11

21.
22.
24.
25.
27.
29.

15

31.
3 4.
37.
39.

26

36

4 1.
43.
44.
45.
47.
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49.
50.

32
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5 1.
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no-no
Ii
Clearly
outline
Ratite bird
Knife
feature
Wager
Found
agreeable
Not
prompt
BPOE
members
Poor
grades
Legal thing f
!
Hosiery
I
I
Nautical
f
I
term
Wonderful I
Short e nd
Deal
Amazed
English
ho rn, only
smaller
Doctrine
Pigeon's
cry
Ticket info ·
Needlefis h
Firm ament

'

Crossword solution in Monday's classifieds

Got A Mortgage Broker?

...-

Let us take care ofall your home purchase and refinance needs.

EQUllllANCE
Mqrtgage, B~fly &Title

Michelle Harris
Licensed Mortgage Broker
C: (407} 687·5667
P: (407) 542-6591
michelle.harris.@equilliance.com

:::

Great Servjce is our Top Priority. Don't Delay, Call Today! ::
'

.
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FOR SALE:

~General

Recliner For Sale
Big Red Comfy Recliner. $50/0BO
Call 954:592-5478 or
561-386-7563

Bahamas Spring Break Cruise!
5 Days From $2991 Includes
Meals, MTV Celebrity Parties! Cancun
Acapulco, Jamaica From $4991Campus
Reps Needed! PromoCode:34
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
BAHAMA SPRING BREAK

CHEVY BERETTA '96 White Coupe,
123K, 4 Cyl, Auto, PL, AC not cold, new
tires, runs/looks great. Great as 1st car.
$1500 OBO. (724)971-6694
For Sale 2002 Hyundai Elantra GLS
33,500 miles. Under full warranty
until 'Nov '06. Sunroof, automatic
trans, exc. condition. $7,600. Private
Owners. Call 407-862-9664
1999 Nissan Altima Cold A/C, PW/PL,
5spd, AM/FM CD, 94k miles, Exel Cond
$4,900/obo 407-977-5110 Iv msg

· $1'89
$239

5-Days/4-Nights
7-Days/6-Nights

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food .
Accommodations on the island at you r
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l. P. party package upgrade.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
. WE W ILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
Cancun from $499

Hondas from $500!
Police lr:npoundsl Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502
2001 PT Cruiser Lmt Ed.
Fully loaded wt XM Satellite radio.
$6,700 obo. Excellent condition.
Call 407-482-4956

FOR SALE:

Villa Valencia Condos

I
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I
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QMG TRANSPORT $50 R/T
New express bus service to So Fl
Depart UCF campus Fri 4:30 pm
Leave Miami Sun 6:00pm (also others)
(352)336-7026 www.gmgtran.s.com

1,2,3 beds/ starting at $130's.
10 mins from UCF. 407-381-0500
www.villavalenciacopdos.com
Oviedo· 3 bdrms 2 ba. 1,618 sq ft.
Large yard. Formal living/dining.
$283,000. Exit re results. Call
Kelly Stonebreaker- 321-228-3974
-

Townhome in Waterford Lakes
212.5 gated community w/ pool
close to UCF, walking distance to
shopping center. 239K (407) 277- 6314 ·
Foreclosures!.
313 Home! Only $16,000! Must sell
period. Call 800-749-8124 x8904
College Heighls- 3 bdrms 2 ba.
1,631 sq ft. Perfect for students.
No HOA. Exit re results. Call
Kelly Stonebreaker- 321-228-3974
Oviedo- 5 bdrms 3 ba.
2,928 sq ft. Downstairs t ile.
$359,000. Exit re results. Call
Kelly Stonebreaker- 321-228-3974

$510/mo. $100 off move in fee. Lease
ends AUG '06. Villages at Alafaya Club.
4 Bdrn'ls, utilities included. Call
407-967-8092 or lmspaix@yahoo.com
Room available in 3/2 house, near
Waterford Lakes. Looking for M or F to
live with 2 fun females. Furnished house,
bdrm furniture optional. Cats allowed.
Rent negotiable but no more than
$500/month. 850-319-5545

www.YukonBlue.com

30.

~Homes

a month
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YukonBlue10\
List It. find It. Get It.

pa rtner

instrument
3. Valuable
stone
4. Pale brown
5. Dress shape
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Sponsored by

12

F looking to rent room In private
home with M. All house privileges
Included. Very clean, responsible,
N/s. Please call 561-801-0277
Room for Rent
in 3/2 House. 2 mi. from UCF
$450/mo plus 1/3 utils. Call Jessica
407-921-3867.

42.
43.

Affirmatives
Not as much
Burn with
water
Deep
suffering
Deli directive
Arctic pieces
Aware of
By oneself
Hardwood
Asks for
alms
Double
agent
Distorted

5

3

Im;,

Located on Alafaya Trail between Darwin Dr. & Mendel Dr.

•

40.

ACROSS

Room for Rent In House, UCF 1Omins.
10X8 $350-$300, 11X11 $400-$350,
$150 sec.dep. all utilities included
Call Steve 407-267-4982

Roommate Wanted In a beautiful 312
home on Red Bug Lake Rd. (15 mins
from UCF), high speed Internet, safe
& quiet neighborhood. Only
$350/mo. Call Navld at
407-227-3489

Oak Tree Apartments

YUKONBLUE.COM CROSSWORD

BAHAMAS

PARTY
CRUISE

1219!

tndudes Port, Hotel &
Departure laxes, lransfers

&Tip~ Rec09nized In
2002 For Outstanding
Mari<etplae< Ethics

www.SpringBreakTravel.com

1-800-618-6386
Arithmetic to Calculus.
15 yr exp. teaching &'tutoring. Why
pay more? $29/hr & very patient.
Prefer E. Orlando (407)399-0081
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid If needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823- 1537 Toll Free 866-303-1573
Learn about Casino & Poker Sites b.efore
you play. Get the best deals before
signing. Live sports book feeds available.
Vistt www.casinorecon.com
At risk of FORECLOSURE!
96% success rate stopping foreclosures.
For free information, please call
800-968-9183 Ext. 346

Hurting From a Past Abortion?
Cornerstone Pregnancy Center is
offering a confidential and nonJudgmental Post-Abortive bible study. for
women at First Baptist Church Union
Park beginning Jan 24th. Registration
required. Call Kelly 407-267-6535, Lisa
321-217-4815, or Pat 407-484-8220
Tired of Spending $$ on RENT?
Need to consolidate your finances and
pay off all of your bills? I can help you
afford the home of your dreams at a low
monthly rate. ANY credit considere~I
Call Terra Sickler TODAY 352-585-3 4.
llgin Mortgage and Funding Inc,

DES IGN & PROGRAM VIDEO GAMES
Love games? Ma~e your career about
games! Get the right degree
Free demo 407-355-4838

Student seeks Spanish 1 tutor.
Prefer someone familiar with
Destinos. $15/hr once a wk.
· Email: EE483@ufl.edu
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Need Some Help? Get It Here!
45,000 students and one pape~!
For more info call 407-447-4555 or
visit www.UCFnews.com/classifieds
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THE UCF SHUTTLE PROVIDES STUDENT TRANSPORTATION
· SERVICES BETWEEN 15 OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT
'RESIDENT COMMUNITIES AND·UCF, W.ITH
SELECTED STOPS IN RESEARCH PARK. .
' '

'

CAMPUS STOPS

ROUTES
#1
. #2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9

.,

Pegasus Landing.~..................................................................... Student Union
Pegasus Pointe, College Station...........................................,... Millican Hall
·Pegasus Connection, Arbour Apartments................................. Traf'!Sit Center
Vilfage at Alafaya Club, University House, Boardwalk.............• Millican Hall
Village at Science Drive, Knights Landing, HR....•...•............•... Health Center
Northgate Lakes, Tivoli .•......•...•........•......•.......•.•••......•......•...... HPA/Engr I & II
Collegiate Village Inn (CVI)............'.........•.•.••.•...•.....•.•..........•..• Transit Center
Riverwind at Alafaya Trail........................................•...•.•..•..•..• HPA/Engr I &II
Research Park (IST/OTC/P-1/P-2/RP/BRA/HR).......................... Health Center

f

')

Ride the Black and Gold on-cam u
·The UCF Black·and Gold line provides
transportation services for everyone to
.travel throughout the campus. There is
no per-ride fare. The service provides
safe, con·venient, and timely·travel to
~~:.,.;i.~ · the many destinations on our campus.
.
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<D Burnett Honors College
·© Lake Oalre Apts. ·
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© Lake Claire Apts.
w
© Arena/ Gemini Community I Convocation Center
© Wayne Densch Sports Center
·
© COHPA I Engineering I CREOL'
® AVl /Nike Community
© Matket PlaceI Student Resourte Center (SRC)
© Millican Hall /Welcome Center
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.. © Lake Claire Apts.
•
w
© Arena I Gemini Community /Con~ocatlonCenter

© Wayne Denscb Sports Center

._~ C.OHPA/Englneering/CREOL

C

AVl/NikeCommunity
,
" a Ma diet Place /Student Resourre Center (SRO
© Welcome Center I Millican Hall .
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ON·CAMPUS SHUTILE
SCHEDULE OF
OPERATION:

Buses Operate
· Continuously,
Monday • Frid!')'

Buses Operate
Continuously,
Monday • Friday
7 A.M. • 7 P.M.,

7 A.M. • 7 P.M;",
(CLASS DAYS ONLY)

(CLASS DAYS ONLY)

·~

'

The operating hours are
Monday thru Friday 7A.M. until 7P.M.
These maps may be used for handy reference.

For more information, please visit our website,

www.parking.ud.edu/shuttle.html

or call us.at
(407) 823-6767.

